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Abstract 
 
Conjunctions function as cohesive and text building elements in Modern Standard 
Arabic. They play various semantic and discursive roles at different textual levels: 
phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph and discourse (Al-Batal, 1990).  
This study investigates the linguistic behavior of three Arabic adversative 
conjunctions, namely ʼinnamā, baynamā, and bal. 
It draws its data mainly from the sub-corpus of Shruq Columns (2,067,137 words) 
in the Arabicourpus. A random sample has been collected for ʼinnamā and bal, 
covering 50% of their instances in the corpus. On the other hand, all the instances 
of baynamā with the adversative meaning have been analyzed due to the fact that it does 
not take on this meaning in the corpus text frequently.  
The thesis examines the main lexico-grammatical patterns, collocational behavior, 
and semantic prosody of these conjunctions.  
The results show that ʼinnamā and bal share some of the lexico-grammatical 
patterns and collocational behavior, while baynamā has its unique patterns. ʼinnamā and 
baynamā show no clear positive or negative semantic prosody, while one of bal's 
grammatical patterns has a clear negative semantic prosody. In addition to that, the three 
conjunctions also have similar collocational behavior. 
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While some phenomena in the behavior of the conjunctions can be attributed to 
similarities or differences in their meanings, other aspects of their behavior can be 
understood only through future diachronic investigations. 
The study ultimately aims at contributing to pedagogical issues concerning the 
teaching of these conjunctions by providing a more comprehensive picture of their 
linguistic behavior. Moreover, findings of the current study could contribute to the 
updating of teaching materials and Arabic Foreign Language writing textbooks. 
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
1-1. Rationale of the Study and Statement of the Problem 
A- Cohesion and Text Connectedness 
Halliday and Hassan (1967) have proposed the concept of "cohesion" as a means 
to create textual connectedness. As defined by Bublitz (2003), cohesion is inter-
sentential syntactic or semantic elements that create semantic relationships between 
current parts and preceding and/or following ones.  
Cohesion manifests itself through elements used at the surface level of the 
language (Bublitz, 2003). Five cohesive elements have been identified by Halliday and 
Hassan (1967), namely, reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunctions, and lexical 
cohesion. These cohesive ties that build the intra-textual lexical and grammatical 
relationships help readers to perceive texts as connected meaningful discourse rather 
than as autonomous sentences (Witte & Faigleyas, 2008, as cited in Priyatmojo, 2011).  
Moreover, the syntactic realization of the logical relationships between ideas is 
presented in any written text through the use of cohesive devices. Therefore, such devices 
are considered to be essential in writing as well as reading because they connect separate 
clauses, phrases, sentences and paragraphs into a an integrated, one-unit piece of writing 
(Moradan, 1995).  
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B- Conjunctions as Intra-Textual Cohesive Devices 
According to Murry (1995), Halliday and Hassan stress the importance of 
connectives and their role in systematically linking "what is to follow „with‟ what has 
gone before" (p. 108). 
Conjunctions are defined as "linking devices that establish relationships between 
ideas in successive sentences" (Moradan, 1995, p2). They are crucial in making sense 
between ideas, helping readers "anticipate" the relationship between what has been 
mentioned and what is to follow. For example, using “however” in a text signals              
"contradicting ahead"(Moradan, 1995, p2). Put differently, conjunctions provide 
semantic linkage among the conjoined parts.  
C- The Importance of Conjunctions in Arabic 
The concept of cohesion has inspired a number of Arabic studies to look at 
conjunctions as “discourse perspectives, i.e. workers of cohesion in text” (Kammensjo, 
p.472, 2006). Al-Batal (1990) has stated that the importance of conjunctions is drawn 
from their function as cohesive and text building elements in Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA). They play various semantic and discourse functions at different textual levels: 
phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph and discourse (Al-Batal, 1990). Therefore, as stated 
by Al Kohlani (2010), conjunctions are considered of essential importance in "achieving a 
successful communicative"(p. 5). Conjunctions are pragmatically obligatory tools for text 
processing, even though they might be semantically and grammatically optional. They are 
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crucial in the production process of a text to have natural, acceptable and communicatively 
effective texts that are accepted by native text-receivers. 
According to Al-Shurafa (1995), although conjunctions are cross-linguistic 
phenomena, Arabic utilizes them in a language-particular way to achieve cohesion. She 
adds that punctuation is a relatively new phenomenon in Arabic and does not have 
precise and clearly defined rules. Therefore, conjunctions in Arabic play the role of 
comma, semi-colon, etc. (Al-Shurafa, 1995). Compared to English, Arabic displays a 
much heavier reliance on conjunctions when connecting ideas. For example, "ٝ"  is used 
very frequently in Arabic written texts to show continuity. This highly frequent usage is 
demanded in Arabic to produce sound natural texts (Al Kohlani, 2010). However, this ٝ 
would be omitted when translating into English to have a natural English text (Al 
Kohlani, 2010). 
According to Al-Shurafa (1995), conjunctions as cohesive ties serve the highly 
cohesive nature of Arabic texts in which small units of meaning belong to bigger ones. 
Mehamsadji (1988) states that, because of the cohesive nature of Arabic, it tends to use 
all the cohesive devices to make the relationships within sentences and across them 
explicit; this explains the greater use of conjunctional items in Arabic. In addition to 
Mehamsadji (1988), many other researchers have suggested that Arabic language 
depends heavily on the highly frequent use of conjunctions, such as al-Batal (1990), 
Khalil (2000), Ryding (2005), and Al Kohlani (2010). Ryding (2005) mentions that most 
of the Arabic sentences start with a conjunction that link them to previous sentences. Not 
only sentences, she adds, but also paragraphs tend to start with conjunctions to link them 
to the whole texts. 
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This kind of language-particular use of conjunctions is considerably challenging 
for L2 learners of Arabic. According to a study conducted by Shakir and Obeidat (1992), 
they have found that Arabic texts written by American students learning Arabic suffer 
from the lack or misuse of conjunctions which leads to the production of incoherent 
Arabic texts. Hence the importance of studying this feature of Arabic writing, and 
teaching it to AFL learners is immense. 
D- The Importance of a Corpus-Based Study 
Corpus linguistics is an emerging science that helps explore language in use 
(Cheng, 2012).  According to Scott & Tribble (2006), corpus refers to both written and 
spoken texts that demonstrate real incidents of language use, an alternative method of 
testing intuition that depends on the speakers‟ language knowledge and their ability to 
differentiate between which occurrences can be considered possible and those which 
cannot be. A corpus-based study is an approach to investigate linguistic phenomena in 
their natural contexts as written or spoken.  
Corpus studies are used as a means to reveal more information about aspects like 
“positional distribution and corresponding functions” (Wang, 2011, p. 13) of certain 
linguistic phenomena. According to Cheng (2012), corpus linguistics studies have yielded 
important results regarding what is considered as common and uncommon choices of 
native speakers. Moreover, they reveal findings about co-occurrence of words in different 
contexts to render different meanings.  
The present study aims at examining the features of some of the adversative 
conjunctions in Arabic in an attempt to draw evidence from language corpora and 
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compare it to what is given in Arabic grammar books and dictionaries. It is believed that 
descriptions found in dictionaries, grammar books, and textbooks do not provide 
complete pictures (Ghazali, 2007). A complete picture should particularly but not 
exclusively consist of up-to-date information about collocational behavior, semantic 
prosody, and lexico-grammatical patterns, which are included neither in grammar 
books/textbooks nor dictionaries.  Thus, the study is designed to help bridge the gap 
between what is given in grammar books/Arabic as a foreign language (AFL) textbooks 
and dictionaries and what is presented and used in reality by the Arabic language native 
users.  
This study intends to use corpus to explore how these conjunctions are used by 
native speakers. It also aims at providing information about aspects vis-à-vis collocation 
and semantic prosody. These aspects are normally overlooked by dictionaries and 
grammar books which is not due to defects in these books but rather because maybe these 
aspects are beyond their scopes. The fact remains however that the most important 
sources of information available to learners still does not provide them with the 
information needed for successful application of connective devices. Even AFL text 
books do not highlight such information although it is of considerable importance for L2 
Arabic learners. Lack of such information may confuse the Arabic foreign language 
(AFL) learners; they may find a discrepancy between what they learn in classrooms and 
what they read in everyday newspapers and books. This study bridges this gap and 
provides teachers and students with more information to what can be added to AFL 
textbooks to update them. In addition to that, studying the collocational behavior and 
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semantic prosody of conjunctions promises new insights into the understanding and 
teaching of these conjunctions.  
Hence, the ultimate goal of this study is to contribute to pedagogical issues 
concerning the teaching of these conjunctions by providing a more comprehensive 
picture. It could provide teachers of Arabic as a foreign language (TAFL) with a wider, 
more consistent picture of collocation and patterns of these conjunctions as shown in the 
corpus. In addition, results of this study could contribute to the updating of grammar 
books and/or writing textbooks and dictionaries 
Corpus-based studies are used to produce foreign language textbooks. Flowerdew 
(2012) suggests that corpus-based studies have an influential effect on many pedagogical 
issues over the last few years.  The findings of these studies can underpin the construction 
of corpus-based grammars. Corpus–based study findings can influence teaching 
textbooks and other classroom materials because corpus-influenced material, so called by 
Bennett (2010), contain information that presents language in use and provides a more 
accurate picture than any other non-corpus influenced material.  
Furthermore, Arabic curriculum developers are in urgent need of corpus-based 
studies (there is a scarcity of them on/in Arabic) to help them produce a more realistic 
picture of how the language is actually used by its speakers.  
1-2. The Study 
This is an exploratory-qualitative study. The goal of the study is to explore the 
linguistic aspects in regard to the adversative meaning of these conjunctions )innamā) اًَإ 
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,(baynamā  خٔ٘٤ر ( and (bal َر ( . It aims at investigating the lexico-grammatical patterns, 
collocational behavior and semantic prosody of these conjunctions.  
For the purpose of this study, a profile has been created for each of the 
conjunctions under investigation as presented and introduced in grammar books (Badawi, 
Carter& Gully,2004; Buckley,2004; Cantarino,1974; Ryding,2005, Hasan,1975); writing 
textbooks (Al-Warraki & Hassanein, 1994; Lahlali, 2010); and dictionaries 
(ElZohairy,2008; Mukhtar,2008; Wehr, 1960).  
These profiles have been created to review what has been documented about the 
conjunctions under investigation up to the date of the study and to highlight the gap 
between these books and how conjunctions are actually used in the corpus. A group of 
adversative conjunctions has been chosen to be the focus of this study; according to Al-
Shurafa (1994) "adversative relation is significant and common in Arabic texts" 
(p.24).She adds that adversative conjunctions come in the second place of importance 
after the additive ones. Hence the importance of working with this group is to provide 
learners and teachers with a complete picture of how they are used by native speakers to 
produce communicatively effective texts. 
It is noticed that the focus of the  reviewed source books is on introducing the 
meanings, but sometimes not all the meanings; for example, baynamā was introduced in 
Badawi, Carter & Gully, 2004; Buckley, 2004; Mukhtar, 2008; ElZohairy, 2008; and 
Wehr, 1960 as both an adverb of time ٕخٓص فشظ (while, during) and as a conjunction that 
denotes contrast. As for textbooks like those of Al-Warraki & Hassanein, 1994, there is 
no mention of baynamaat all; Cantarino,1974 and Lahlali,2010 introduced it as a 
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temporal conjunction only. Grammatical patterns of baynamā are briefly given in some 
of the above-mentioned books; however, none of them investigated the collocational 
behavior of the conjunction or its semantic prosody. Some of the above mentioned source 
books (Badawi, Carter & Gully, 2004; Buckley, 2004) indicated such information 
(collocation and semantic prosody), but it was not pointed out clearly. 
According to Hunston (2002), studying the collocational behavior can be helpful 
in highlighting the various meanings a word has. For example: the corpus of the All 
Newspaper section in the Arabicorpus  shows that the verb دّشع collocates with the ٙخ٤ُٔحin 
212 instances and with  صخِٓٞؼُٔح in140 instances which indicates that this verb has two 
senses, a physical one and a metaphorical one. In addition to that, collocation plays a 
major role in drawing the semantic prosody of a word; i.e. if a word likeذزغطtends to be 
used with nouns that have negative meanings ( عدحٞلُح ،هٞوع ، كشُٔح ،دشلُح) as shown in 
the All Newspaper corpus. This may lead us to conclude that this word has a negative 
semantic prosody. Moreover, collocation can be used to create a profile for the semantic 
field of a word, as stated by Hunston (2002.p.78) "…a list of collocates of bribe and 
bribery, taken together, can be grouped into a semantic area. These include words 
connected with wrongdoing (allegations, scandal, etc.) and words connected with money 
(dollar, tax, pound, etc.)". 
It is therefore essential to study the collocational information of these 
conjunctions and its effects on other linguistic aspects.  
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A- Limitations of Using a Corpus 
It is important to understand what corpus studies are not able to provide. 
According to Bennett (2010), corpus studies are not meant to provide "negative 
evidence". That is to say, a corpus tells us what is present in a language and what is not 
present but does not tell us what is possible or correct and not possible or incorrect (p.3). 
So, not finding a certain manner in expressing a certain idea does not mean that it is not 
possible, but it might indicate that it is not commonly used by native speakers. In addition 
to that, a corpus cannot present all possible language at one time. Put differently, a corpus 
as large as the Cambridge International Corpus (CIC) may not "present all the instances 
of use of language" (Bennett, p.3, 2010). 
B- Research Questions 
The study addresses the following questions:  
 What are the main grammatical and lexico-grammatical patterns in 
whichʼinnamā, baynamā and bal tend to occur in opinion articles/columns in an 
Egyptian newspaper?  
 What is the collocational behavior of these conjunctions in opinion 
articles/columns in an Egyptian newspaper?  
 What is the semantic prosody of these conjunctions?  
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C- Important Definitions 
Conjunctions are defined as "a closed class of uninflected words which serve the 
joining of words, phrases, clauses, or sentences and simultaneously express a specific 
semantic relationship between the conjoined elements" (Waltisberg, 2006, p.467). From a 
morphological perspective, conjunctions can be divided into two groups: simple 
conjunctions that consist of only one lexical item, and complex conjunctions that are 
combined of more than one lexical item (Waltisberg, 2006). 
Grammatical Patternsare defined as the grammatical structures and components 
that constitute the different parts of a sentence like subject-verb-object (Allerton, 1979).  
Lexico-grammatical Patterns: the lexical grammar is a term mostly used by 
corpus based analysis. Since most of the grammatical patterns tend to occur with certain 
lexical classes, it is therefore important to characterize lexical items through their 
distribution in these grammatical patterns (Baker, Hardie, and McEnery, 2006).  
Collocation:  according to Firth (1957), it is "actual words in habitual 
company"(p.14). "It is the tendency of one word to attract another" in a certain context 
(Hunston, 2002, p.68). Collocation is part of native speakers' internalized knowledge, and 
it is very useful to second language learners to gain such knowledge. (Baker, Hardie, and 
McEnery, 2006). 
Adversative Conjunctions are used to “contrast a previous statement or piece of 
discourse, and it has adversative function, amending previous elements” (Badawi, 
Carter& Gully, 2004, p.611). 
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Concordance is also called key word in context (KWIC) and "refers to a list of 
all the occurrences of a particular search term in a corpus, presented within the context in 
which they occur, usually a few words to the left and right of a search term"(Baker, 
Hardie, and McEnery,2006).  
Semantic Prosody refers to the "attitudinal meaning" implied in the usage of a 
lexical item in certain contexts. In other words, a "lexical item which most frequently 
occurs in a context of clearly positive or negative attitudinal meaning…(and)colors the 
inter-operation of this given instance" (Hunston, 2007). 
D-Abbreviations 
Adj. Adjective 
Adv. Adverb 
AFL  Arabic Foreign Language 
N Noun 
NP Noun Phrase 
NS Nominal Sentence  
Prep. Preposition 
PP Prepositional Phrase  
V Verb  
VS Verbal Sentence 
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E- Methodology and Data Collection 
For the purpose of this study, the sub-corpora ShrouqColums is used in 
investigating the conjunctions. This corpus is one of the most recent Egyptian 
newspapers on the Arabiccorpus website. It contains 2,067,137 words, and it includes 
only the columns that are extracted from (the) مٝشؾُحnewspaper. This sub-corpus is part 
of the All Newspapers section that contains other sub-sections: Al-Thawra from Syria 
(16,631,975 words); Al-Tajdid 2002 from Morocco (2,919,782 words); Al-Watan 2002 
from Kuwait (6,454,411 words); Al-Ghad (01)2010 from Jordon (19,234,228 words); Al-
Ghad (02)2010 (19,628,088 words); Al-Ahram99 from Egypt (15,892,001 words); Al-
Hayat97 from London (19,473,315 words); Al-Hayat96 from London (21,564,239 words) 
and ShuruqColumnsfrom Egypt (2,067,137 words).  
The research is conducted on a type of a journalistic writing that commonly 
appears in newspapers and is considered a part of the Arabic written media language. 
According to Ryding (2010), on one hand, Arabic written media is believed to have a 
great influence on the language we use every day, and on the other hand, media Arabic is 
a widely spread and easily accessible source for the "inter-regional" public.  
F- Data Collection and Sampling 
This study works on the adversative conjunctions that belong to the simple 
conjunctions group and carry more than the adversative meaning, namely, ʼinnamā, 
baynamā, and bal. Only the adversative meaning of these conjunctions is investigated; 
other meanings are overlooked. 
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G- Data Collection Procedures 
1. The conjunctions under investigation are the node words used in searching 
the corpus. A node word is the word that appears in the center of the 
screen. These are selected concordance lines for the word innamā: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1:innamā as a node word 
 
2. Analyzing the collected instances of the adversative conjunctions under 
investigation is done manually; no automatic analysis or software isused in 
identifying the grammatical patterns, collocational behavior and semantic 
prosody. The manual analysis enables the researcher to ignore instances 
whose meaning is totally different from the one under investigation 
(adversative).  
 
 
ʼinnamā is the 
nodeword 
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H- Sampling 
Collecting the sample for each conjunction depends on the number of relevant 
instances found in the corpus. In addition to that, it depends on the frequency of the 
adversative meaning of the conjunction under investigation in the corpus. Detailed 
sampling procedures are explained in chapter three.  
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Chapter Two 
The Literature Review 
As mentioned in the introduction, for the purpose of the study, a profile for each 
of the conjunctions under investigation has been created. These profiles are meant to 
review some of the resource books in which these conjunctions have been mentioned and 
studied. These profiles are reviewed in the following source books:  
Grammar books: Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004) and Buckley (2010).  These two 
grammar books were chosen because they are the most recent and most comprehensive. 
In addition, both use authentic examples to illustrate the grammatical points. As for 
Cantarino (1974) and Hasan (1975), these were chosen because they are considered well 
known and highly reputable in the world of Arabic grammar books. Ryding (2005) is a 
grammar book that is directed to the advanced AFL learners.  
AFL textbooks: Al-Warraki & Hassanein (1994) and Lahlali (2009) are two textbooks 
focusing on the conjunctions in particular and the art of writing in Arabic in general, both 
of which are widely used by AFL learners. 
Dictionaries: ElZohairy (2008) is considered a recent comprehensive dictionary that 
sates the grammatical patterns of the conjunctions under investigation clearly. In fact that 
makes it an important source of information about the use of conjunctions. Mukhtar 
(2008) is a recent comprehensive dictionary. Wehr (1974) is a very essential dictionary 
for Arabic learners. 
[Translation is provided in this chapter when it is provided in the source book.] 
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First: ʼinnamā 
Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004, p.458) has introduced ʼinnamā as a restrictive 
particle used to modify a previously asserted statement in the sense of "only" and 
"merely". The adversative meaning is achieved through the restrictive meaning of 
ʼinnamā. This sense of adversative-restrictive meaning is emphasized through more than 
one particle like دشـٓ ،،ووك as in this example. 
 اًَإ ووك ٖطوُح شػحسص ٠ُا خٜٓحذخظعح غؿش٣  
[Its use relates merely to cotton farming only.]  
Buckley(2010,p.794)  added to what has been mentioned byBadawi, Carter& 
Gullythat ʼinnamā isapart of a compound structure that renders the meaning of "not only 
…but also" when it appears with ذغلك ، ووك.  
خٜٔ٤طلط ٢ك ذزغط ٢ظُح ش٤ؿخؿضُح دحًٞ٧ح ش٤ؿخؿضُح دحًٞ٧ح دذػ ووك شًزظط ٫ ،اًَإ خٜ٤ك ْط ٢ظُح صخزعخُ٘ٔح َ٤فخلط 
 يُر 
[She not only remembers the number of glasses that he was responsible for breaking, but 
also the detailed occasions when this took place.] 
Hasan (1975) and El Zohairy (2008) have described the restrictive ʼinnamāfrom 
another perspective as a particle consists of two parts ٕا and  the suffix سذثحضُح خٓ (additional 
ma).The particle خٓ is considered a blocking particle that blocks the function of ٕاas فشك
خعخٗ , for example, اًَإشُٜٔح ش٤زً ضٗأ  (Hasan, 1975p. 636). ElZohairy (2008) has added that 
ʼinnamā is used sentence initial to denote restriction. He has mentioned that ʼinnamā also 
means "however", "rather", "but then", "but also" and "on the contrary". He has 
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mentioned that ʼinnamāt introduces a new independent sentence denoting a relation 
between two independent sentences to convey the meaning "restriction, conformation, 
contrast or emendation" (p.62). It is used in this grammatical pattern: optional sentence + 
optional ٝ+ʼinnamā + new sentence as in this example, 
ٝ سحٞلُح ذ٤ػ٫ؤر غ٘وط ٫ يٌُ٘ٝاًَإًِٚ قهُٞخر ذؼُِح ٢ك غٔطط  
[But you aren't satisfied playing tricks with snakes -- no, you want trifle with the whole 
estate.]  
Al-Warraki & Hassanein (1994) and Mukhtar (2008) have stated that besides the 
restrictive meaning of  ʼinnamā, it is widely and commonly used in the adversative sense 
like bal and ٌُٖ  , for example ٝ ٕخلظٓ٬ُ ّذوظ٣ ُْاًَإخؼلر ذػأ  (Al-Warraki & Hassanein 1994,    
ٝ ْٛذكٝ دشؼُح ْٜط ٫ طذوُحاًَإًِٚ ُْخؼُح ٢ك ٖ٤٤لغُٔحٝ ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح ْٜط  (Mukhtar ,2008). On the other 
hand,Ryding (2005) believes that this conjunction carries "conformational and 
contrastive components in its meaning" (p.411). This conjunction tends to be combined 
with ٝ. 
ٝ ووك ٬٤ـغط ٌٖ٣ ُْاًَإ ٞٛ حَُ طخٌؼٗحٝ٢ػخٔظؿ٫ح غه 
[It was not only documentation, but moreover a reflection of social reality.]  
According to Wehr (1975),ʼinnamā means “but”, “but then”, “yet”, “however”, 
“rather”, “on the contrary” 
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Table 1 
Summary of ʼinnamā profile 
Meaning Grammatical Patterns Other Information Translated as 
Restrictive particle  
Sentence initial 
  
 Adversative 
meaning. 
 It means bal and ٌُٖ 
. 
 optional sentence + optional 
ٝ+ʼinnamā + new sentence 
 Followed by 
دشـٓ ،،ووك for 
emphasizing the 
meaning.  
 
 Usually comes 
with the particle 
ٝ . 
"however", "rather", 
"but then", "but also" 
and "on the 
contrary" and "yet”. 
Second:  baynamā 
Cantarino (p. 232, 1974) and  Hasan (1975) have introduced baynamā as an 
adverb of time  ٕخٓص فشظ which is translated as  "when", " while", " whilst"  and is also 
used in a shortened form خ٘٤ر.Cantarino (p. 232, 1974) has added that baynamā introduces 
an action that is interrupted by another one which is the main clause.  It is followed either 
by a nominal sentence or a verbal one. The temporal baynamā introduces a temporal 
clause that sometimes functions as an adverb or adverbial phrase, for example (p.233): 
شظلُ ذؼرٝ اًُيت ّٞؿٝ ٢ك ٚ٤ُا ٕحشظ٘٣  
[A moment later, while they are looking at him in apprehensive silence] 
The action expressed in the main clause may carry the meaning of an unexpected 
event which is achieved by the adverb of time   ر ا (ٕخٓضُح فشظ) . 
ٝاًُيت شٌكأ خٗأ رإءخ٤وؽ٧ح يجُٝأ ٖٓ خ٤وؽ ضلُٔ .  
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[While I was thinking about that, I suddenly saw one of those villains.] (p. 234).  
Hasan (1975) supports Cantarino (1974) in that the temporal baynamā should 
introduce a nominal or verbal sentence. 
As Cantarino (1974) has stated above, Badawi, Carter & Gully (p.524, 2004) also 
have mentioned that baynamā and خ٘٤ر both mean "during" and "while". Badawi, Carter & 
Gully have added that baynamā is a compound subordinating conjunction that may be 
used after the main clause as a direct translation of the English "while".  
اًُيتو سخخد٫ح ٍذؼٓ كخلخٗ٫ ّخهس٧ح ش٤ؾط ... سخٔؼظع٫ح شزغٗ ٢ك غؿحشظُ ش٤ؾط خن٣أ ١ضًشُٔح ي٘زُح ّخهسأ ٕبك  
[And while the figures point to a drop in average saving….the Central Bank figures also 
point to reduction in the interest rate.]  
Lahlali (2009) also believes that baynamā is translated as "while" as a temporal 
conjunction and that it indicates the occurrence of two events simultaneously. 
طسدأ ضً٘اًُيت  ذؼِ٣ ٢خأ ٕخً  
[I was studying while my brother was playing.] (p.5). 
Buckley(2010, p.808) has mentioned that baynamā  is translated as "when", 
"while" and "whilst" and added that it joins two events or situations that occur 
simultaneously. This conjunction can be followed either by a nominal or verbal sentence 
in which the verb is in the perfect (past) or imperfect (present, future) form. It, also, 
indicates the truth about two statements at the same time. baynamā may express contrast 
between two statements, and in this case it means "whereas"(p.808), 
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،ض٤زُح ٢ك ءخوزُخر خٜزُخط٣ خٜؿٝصاًُيت  َٔؼُح شِفحٞٓ ذ٣شط ٢ٛ  
[Her husband asks her to stay at home, whereas she wants to continue working.] 
El Zuhairy (2008) has supported Buckley (2010) in his description that baynamā 
is a compound particle that introduces a nominal or verbal clause and has added that it is 
a subordinating conjunction. It indicates that two actions take place at the same time and 
also denotes contrast. He added that baynamā tends to follow this grammatical pattern: 
baynamā + sentence + sentence, as in this example: 
 خٗخطأ ٚزهحشٗ ٖلٗ خٔ٘٤ر 
[While we were watching for him, he came to us] 
In addition to that, Mukhtar (2008) has viewed baynamā as basically a functional 
word that denotes two meanings: 1- adverb of time that indicates some kind of sudden 
action when it is preceded by  را and حرا; 2- an adverb of time that means at the same 
timeٖ٤ك ٢ك;  for example,  
ذ٣خُ٘ح َخرأ ٞٛ خٔ٘٤ر ّشٌُح ٠ُا طخُ٘ح ٞػط  
Also, Wehr (1974) introduced it as a conjunction that is translated as "while" and 
"whereas" (p.88). 
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Table 2  
Summary of baynamā profile  
Meaning Grammatical Patterns Other Information Translated as 
 Adverb of time 
Two events or 
situations that occur 
simultaneously 
Between two clause; dependent 
and main. 
 "while", "during" 
 Contrast between 
two statements 
 baynamā + sentence + 
sentence 
coordinating 
conjunction 
"while", “whereas" 
Third: bal 
Cantarino (1975) stated that bal is an adversative conjunction that: a- indicates 
negation of a preceding sentence: "I think, rather, I believe"; b- is used after negation to 
introduce and confirm a new statement, cancelling a preceding one: "not because…but 
because"; c- after affirmative or negative statement, it may mean "this, even". For 
example (Vol. 3, p.46): 
 شلغؼظُٔح ءحس٥ح ٙزٛ ذممتشٓحذُٜح  -a 
[Against these arbitrary, rather, most destructive opinions.] 
 خقُ ٢ؿٝص ٌٖ٣ ُْمتخػسحص ٕخً  -b 
[My husband was not a thief, but rather, a farmer].  
خٔ٤ػص سشع٧ح ٙزُٜ ذكأ فشؼ٣ ُْمت  ٖٓ سشع٧ح ضطزٛ ق٤ً ذكأ فشؼ٣ ُْ .......  -c 
[Nobody knew if this family had a head, nor even how it had come down from ……] 
With any of the three meanings (a,b, or c), the particle may introduce a complete verbal 
or nominal.  
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On the other hand, Badawi, Carter & Gully (2004) and Buckley (2010) have 
added that bal means "on the contrary" and "but rather". This particle has two functions,           
a-emphasizing a previous positive assertion, b-coordinating a negative statement (p.560).  
When bal is used: 
a- After positives, it means “indeed”, or as described by Buckley (2010), introduces a 
negative contrast to a preceding affirmative statement (less common):  
 ٚزكأ ُٕٞمت١ذ٘ػ َنلُٔح ٢ُٗٞ ٚٗا  
[A colour which I love, indeed it's my favorite color.](Badawi, Carter & Gully, 2004, 
(p.560) 
،ذػُٞٔح ٕخك ذه خٛمت ذػُٞٔح َك ذه خٛ  
[The time is approaching; rather, the time has come](Buckley, 2010, p.710) 
b- After negatives, it may mean “on the contrary”, “rather”, or “but”.          
 ،صحسدخقٓ ىخ٘ٛ ٌٖط ُْمتش٣شك ىخ٘ٛ ضٗخً  
[There were no confiscations; on the contrary, there was freedom.](Badawi, Carter & 
Gully, 2004, (p.560). 
Buckley (2010) has added to the above mentioned two patterns a third one which 
introduces negative statement contrast to an affirmative question: 
ٍٞوط :ذ٤ـ٤ك ؟شُٞؿ خٗأ َٛ :متش٤٘ؿ .  
[She says," Am I a ghoul?" He replies, "No, rather a jinni].  
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Also, Al-Warraki & Hassanein (1994) have mentioned that bal is used after 
negation and prohibition.  In these cases bal is said to be similar to ٌُٖand used to 
contrast meaning  ىحسذظع٫ح. In these cases bal and ʼinnamā can be used interchangeably.  
 خٛذػخعأ ُْمت خٜؼٓ ضلهخؼط .  
It also can be used before affirmative statements or commands to turn away from what 
preceded.  
 ٕحٞنػ شغِـُح شنل٤ُمت شػ٬ػ  
[Let two (no, three) members attend the session]. 
 According to Mukhtar (2010) bal is a function word and a coordinating 
conjunction that has the same meaning of ٌُٖ. The meaning of bal changes according to 
the grammatical structure in which bal appears and what comes after bal (sentence or a 
word). Mukhtar (2010, p.237) as well as Hasan (1975) believe that bal has four usages 
and meanings  
a- When it comes before a single word and is preceded by negation or 
prohibition, it confirms what has been mentioned and affirms what is to 
come ٙٞخأ َر ْ٤ِع شنك خٓ. If bal precedes an affirmative or command statement, 
it cancels what has been mentioned and confirms what comes after it. 
 ىشؼٗ ٖٓ خج٤ؽ خُ٘ ٝسحمتىشؼؽ ٖٓ  
b- The second meaning of bal tends to totally cancel what preceded it and 
introduces a sentence that adds something new 
{ قِّ أَ مْو بِ  مْ قُ أَا أَ  مْ أَ   ۚ ةٌ نَّ بِ  بِ بِ  أَو قُو قُ ٌأَ  مْ أَ  } 
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c- The third meaning of bal denotes transition from one meaning to another one. 
 ظػخوطأ ٫ خٗح متغُح ٠ِػ ٖ٤غػخوظُٔح لكأ َٓ. 
On the other hand, El-Zohairy (2009) differentiated between two kinds of bal; one 
is a coordinating conjunction and the other one is bal ش٤ثحذظر٫ح .Both denote contrasting. bal 
confirms what precedes it and contrasts what follows it when it comes after negation or 
prohibition. Moreover, the coordinating conjunction bal gives the sense of cancelling a 
previously mentioned event when it occurs after a command or affirmation, while 
balش٤ثحذظر٫ح introduces an independent clause that digresses or cancelled what preceded. It 
follows these grammatical patterns: 
Optional sentence + bal + new sentence  
 ،ٚٗذر ٢ك ١شغ٣ ءفذُح ٝ ،غزؽ ٠ظك ْؼه ذه ٝ ٚغلٗ ذٛخؽمت سسحشلُخر شؼؾ٣ ٝ !  
[He saw himself well-fed, felt warm, even hot!] 
Optional negated sentence + the negative particle lā + bal + new sentence.  
 ٫ يطشـٛ خٓٝمت شـٛ خلـؽ ٢ٗدحص ...  
[I did not abandon you; no, but abandonment increased my love….] 
 Finally, Ryding (2005) has described bal from amore semantic point of view, as 
an adversative conjunction which introduces a clause whose meaning conveys an 
additional piece of information to a preceding one that is different or contrastive from the 
main clause. For example, (p.411) 
 ْثخٔك ٝأ سٞوف ش ّٔ َط شٓ٧ح ٢ك ظ٤ُمتحٝد٨ُ غعحٝ غ٣صٞط ىخ٘ٛ  س  
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[There are in the matter neither hawks nor doves, but rather there is a wide distribution 
of roles.] 
Wehr (p.71, 1974) has provided the English translation of bal (also followed                   
with ٝ) as “nay”, “rather”,“(and) even”,“but”, “however”, or “yet”. 
Table 3 
Summary of bal profile 
Meaning Grammatical Patterns Other Information Translated as 
 adversative 
conjunction. 
Similar to  
ٌُٖused to 
contras 
meaning 
used after negation to 
introduce and confirm a new 
statement and cancelling a 
preceding 
baland ʼinnamācan be 
used interchangeably 
"but rather", "on the 
contrary", "not 
because…but", “but”, “ 
however”, “yet” 
 after 
affirmative 
cancelling a 
previously 
mentioned 
statement. 
introduces complete sentences                
(nominal or verbal) 
coordinating 
conjunction 
"Rather ", "I think, rather, 
I believe" 
 emphasizing 
a previous 
positive 
assertion 
optional sentence + bal + new 
sentence  
 
 (and) even, rather, nay 
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Chapter Three 
Data and Methodology 
 This paper aims at closely examining the adversative usage of the conjunctions 
ʼinnamā, baynamā, and bal in opinion articles as an example of journalistic writing. It 
studies their lexico-grammatical patterns, collocational behavior and semantic prosody in 
such texts. In order to do so, this chapter is dedicated to describing the utilized corpus and 
the used methodology in collecting the data as well as the sampling procedures.   
3-1. Procedures of Data Collection 
A- Corpus Used 
 In collecting the data for the adversative conjunction under investigation, the sub- 
corpus ShuruqColumns (Egypt) is used. It contains 2,067,137 words. This sub-corpus is a 
sub-section in the All Newspapers section on the Arabiccorpus website. This corpus is 
based on one of the most recent Egyptian newspapers, Al–shurūqAl-gadīd which was 
established in 2009 and is an independently owned newspaper. Although this corpus is 
considered relatively small, it was chosen because its size is manageable within identified 
time limits. 
The data under investigation are opinion articles or columns which are defined as 
journalistic prose in which the writers tend to express their views about ongoing issues 
and events that are related to their local and/or regional community (Maynard 1996). 
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B- Searching the Corpus 
Arabicorpus provides Part of Speech (POS) as a searching algorithm which uses 
regular and known terms in a unique way. In other words, the terms adverb (Adv), 
adjective (Adj), and noun (N) are used by the Arabicorpus as searching tools to help filter 
the results. This filtering (POS) process excludes/includes certain results in accordance 
with the following criteria: 
 Choosing Adv./Adj. allows the appearance of the prefix particlesٝ and ـك when 
preceding the search term. This means using these terms accepts the appearance 
of, for example,  خٔ٘٤رٝ and خٔ٘٤زك 
 In addition to the above two particles, choosing the Adj. POS includes results that 
are affixed with  ــُح andس/ شـــ, . 
Basically, I relied on searching the conjunctions under investigation using the Latin 
characters, which are identified by the Arabicorpus website, because they are more 
reliable and consistent. 
Steps followed in searching the corpus: 
1- For ʼinnamā the search term EnmA is used and the Adv. and Adj. (POS). Using 
the Adv. allows the appearance of ٝاًَإ  and فاًَإ . Then, I used the Adj. (POS) to 
double check that I have the same number of instances that appeared when using 
the Adv. 
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2- For bal and baynamā the search terms bl and baynmā are used respectively, then 
the same procedures were used with ʼinnamā to double check the number of 
instances that applied.  
3-2. Sampling 
Different methods are used with the different conjunctions in order to get a more 
representative sample. The researcher has resorted to different ways of sampling to 
overcome the problems that appeared with the three conjunctions under investigation. 
1- The adversative meaning of ʼinnamā and bal is frequent in the corpus, and 
examples with this meaning has appeared on the first pages. Because of that, 50% of the 
total number of instances for each conjunction is chosen as a sample. Fifty examples 
from the beginning, the middle and the end of each page of the corpus (1 to 10, 20 to 29, 
40 to 49, 60 to 69, and 80 to 89) are chosen from each page for each conjunction. For 
example, from page number 1, the instances 1-10, 20-29,40-49 and so on are chosen; 
from page number 2, the instances 101-110, 120-129, 140-149 and so on are also chosen, 
and the same applies for the rest of the pages displayed in the corpus. These examples are 
saved in a word file for easy access when studying and examining them. 
2- ʼinnamā has occurred 798 times in the corpus. The collected sample under study is 
400 examples. In the 400 examples, 30 examples have appeared with other meanings 
than the one under investigation. These examples are excluded and replaced by other 
examples that have the adversative meaning from the corpus. This step is done because 
the sample size is relatively small.  
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3-On the other hand, the adversative meaning of baynamā is not that frequent in the 
corpus and examples with this meaning did not appear in the first pages; therefore, I 
chose to read all instances that appeared in the corpus and extracted all the examples with 
the adversative meaning.   
baynamā has occurred1127 times in the corpus. The collected sample under 
investigation is 285 examples only. This number has covered all the instances of the 
adversative baynamā founded in the corpus. 
4- bal has occurred 2529 times in the corpus. The collected sample is 1270 examples. 
Because of the high frequency of bal and the fact that the investigated sample is of a 
relatively big size, examples that have other meanings than the one under investigation 
are only excluded but not replaced as is the case with ʼinnamā.  
 The collocational behavior of the conjunction under investigation is explored and 
counted manually with no electronic tools. This is because the three conjunctions under 
study carry more than the targeted adversative meaning, which makes electronically 
filtering the collocational frequency of the other meanings an impossible task.  
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Chapter Four 
Results and Analysis 
This chapter intends to study and analyze the collected data in order to provide 
answers to the study research questions. Examples used in this chapter are drawn directly 
as they are from the corpus; therefore, they may contain some syntactic and spelling 
mistakes. Correction of such mistakes is provided between brackets. 
First: ʼinnamā 
ʼinnamā has occurred  in the corpus 798 times. The adversative ʼinnamā 
constitutes 87% of the 400 example sample. Five forms have appeared in the corpus, 
namely; ٝاًَإ  (620), اًَإ (144), ٝاًَإ  (28), فاًَإ  (3), and (اًَإ).  
The adversative ʼinnamā comes in the forms ٝاًَإ , اًَإ, ٝاًَا , and اًَا while the 
form فاًَإ does not appear in the adversative meaning. It is obvious that اًَا and ٝاًَا are 
just two typos for the forms اًَإ and ٝاًَإ  respectively. 
A- Grammatical Behavior 
ʼinnamā is a transitional expression that links two statements; one comes before 
ʼinnamā while the other one comes after it. 
In the data, there is only one main grammatical pattern, with different variations, 
that keeps appearing with the adversative ʼinnamā which contains mainly a negation in 
the sentence/phrase that precedes ʼinnamā. The type of negation that appears in the 
sentence/phrase that precedes ʼinnamā is controlled by the type of this sentence/phrase, 
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whether it is a nominal or a verbal one. Yet, there is only one incident in the sample in 
which ʼinnamā is preceded with a affirmative statement as will be shown below in this 
section.  
A-1. Word Order 
The adversative ʼinnamā has appeared as a paragraph initial in only seven 
instances out of 798 instances. In all instances of ʼinnamā the preceding paragraph ends 
with a negated statement. In all the examples in the data ʼinnamā comes between the two 
sentences it connects and never before both of them.   
1-1 حءحس٥ح َؼٓ سدخقُٔح سدذؼظٓ ٝذزط يُخٓضُح ٠ك صحسحشوُ . ذؿٞ٣ ٫ ٚٗ٧ ،ٚ٤ِػ نلظٓ ذكحٝ سحشه ذؿٞ٣ ٫ٝ
ٟأس)١أس) ٚ٤ِػ نلظ٣ ذكحٝ .. ،سذ٣ذؿ صخولف ٠ك ٌٕٞ٣ ُٖٝ ،سشٌُح ش٘ـُ ٠ك َلُح ٌٕٞ٣ ُٖٝ دخخظٗح ٠ك ٌٕٞ٣ ُٖٝ
حسٞك ذ٣ذؿ سسحدا ظِـٓ..  
اًَإو ،شوؼُح ذ٤ؼ٣ حذكحٝ حسخقظٗح ن٣شلُح نول٣ ٕأٝ ،ْٜ٣دخٗ ٖػٝ ،ْٜٗخ٤ً ٖػ ّٞ٤ُح ٕٞزػ٬ُح ء٫ئٛ غكحذ٣ ٕأ 
 2-1٠كٝ (٢ك)  ،خٗخ٤كأ ش٘٤ٜٓ ٌٕٞط ذهٝ ،غمحٞظُح ٠ك ش٣خؿ فٝشظ ٠ك ٕٞؾ٤ؼ٣ ْٜٗبك ،ٚطحر ضهُٞح ِٕٞٔل٣ حٝدٞؼ٣ ُْٝ
ش٤ًضط ٝأ ش٣ذوظر. 
 اًَإوٖٓ ذؼرأ ٠ُا ٕٞؼِطظ٣ ٫ حٞلزفأ" ٍحشظع "ْٛد٫ٝأٝ ْٛشع٧ . ْٜنؼر فشػأ ٕٝشٌظزٓٝ ٕٜٞرخٗ ء٫ئٛ ٖٓٝ
ِْٜٔػ ص٫خـٓ ٠ُا حذ٣ذؿ خج٤ؽ حٞل٤ن٣ ٝأ ْٜؼٔظـٓ حٞٓذخ٣ ٕأ حٝدحسأ ْٜٗ٧ ْٜهحصسأٝ ْٜثخطػ ٠ك ٕٞرسخل٣. 
ʼinnamāhas appeared preceded by a negated statement and followed by an 
affirmative one. The  ُْ,٫,and  ُٖ negation particles were used with verbal sentences; ٫ 
and  ظ٤ُ with nominal sentences. In some examples it appears that there is a tendency to 
repeat (after ʼinnamā) the same VS as in 1-3, and 1-4, and the same Pre.  1-5, and 1-6 
which has appeared in the first part of the statement before اًَإ. 
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 ..... حُلشد مذ ح٩سٛخد مشرظٜخوإًَا حُو٬ع حُٔخُ٤ش، ٣نشد كخ٩سٛخد ُْ 1-3
   1-4  ....ػِ٤ٚ رخُزشٛخٕ ٣لِْٜٔ وإًَاػِ٤ٚ رخُخٞحسم،  ٣لِْٜٔ ٝ٫
 1-5  ....هز٤ؼش ٗظخّ  ك٢ اوإَى أؽخخؿ ك٢كخُٔؾٌِش ٛ٘خ ُ٤غض 
 1-6 ...ٖٓ طغزذ ك٢ ٛزٙ حُغوطش  ك٢وإًَاك٤ٌْ ارٕ كخُؼ٤ذ ُ٤ظ 
 snrettaP lacitammarG .2-A
 ecnetnes detagen a yb gnidecerp :tsriF
 SV + āmanniʼ + )SN a fo etaciderp a sa( SV + noitageN -i
  tcejbus a fo etaciderp -a
 .طشًٚ ح٧ِٛ٢وإًَا ُْ ٣ظشى ح٧ِٛ٢  كٜٞ 1-7
 حُٔخثش  ٣لظخؽ اُ٠ ؽؼٞد دٍٝ حُؼخُْوإًَاُٖ ٣لظخؽ رخُظؤً٤ذ اُ٠ صػٔخء حُذٍٝ حُق٘خػ٤ش حُؼٔخٗ٠  كخُؼخُْ حُـذ٣ذ 1-8
 ...ٝحػ٘٤ٖ ٝ طغؼ٤ٖ دُٝش 
 ... ٖٓ حُـشحثْ ُ٪عشحثِ٤٤ٖٝؿذٗخٛخ طـلش حٌُؼ٤شوإًَا  ك٢ ٛزح حُٔؾٜذ، كِْ ِٗٔق هخٓظٜخ أٓخ ٓقش حٌُز٤شس 1-9
 . ُٔ٘خف٤زْٜطؼٞد رخ٧عخط اُ٠ هش٣وش طُٞ٤ْٜوإًَا ،٫ طٌٖٔ ك٢ ؽخق٤خص حُٞصسحء حُٔؾٌِش 1-01
 esualc retsis sti dna إ fo etaciderp a sa -b
 . ٣لشّ ػزخدس ح٧ف٘خّوإًَا ٫٣لشّ ف٘خػش حُظٔخػ٤َ أكظ٠ ح٩ٓخّ ٓلٔذ ػزذٙ رؤٕ ح٩ع٬ّ 1-11
 .ط٘ظضعوإًَا ٫ طٜذٟ ٧ٕ حُلوٞم 1-21
 .ع٤ن٤ق اُ٤٘خ ٓق٤زش ؿذ٣ذسوإًَا حُلٌْ حُؼغٌشٟ حُوخثْ  )٣ٜ٘٢(ُٖ ٣ٜ٘٠  كبٕ رُي 1-31
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In the previous patterns the subjects of the NSs are omitted in the sentences after 
ʼinnamā, and therefore only the VSs, which are the predicates, have appeared after 
ʼinnamā . 
Otherwise, when the subject of the sentence following ʼinnamā is not omitted the 
above-mentioned pattern will be like this: 
Negation + VS (as a predicate of a NS) + ʼinnamā+ NS 
 14-1 ٠ِٛ٧ح ٌُٖقهخؼظ٣ ُْ سسخزُٔح يِط ٢ك اًَإو سدخه ٌٖ٣ ُْ ٠ِٛ٧ح،ح.. 
15-1  ذؿخغُٔح ٙزٛ قِقط ٫زٛ ٖٓ ء٢ؾُ(حزٛ) ،سزوُح ٫ ٝ ٍٞزُح اًَإ الله شًزُ ٢ٕٛآشوُح ٝ س٬قُح ٝ َؿٝضػ  .
ii- Negation + NS (as a predicate of a NS) +  ʼinnamā + NS  
a- predicate of as subject  
 16-1 سضٔك فٝذٔٓ سٞظًذُخكخقُ ٫ٝ ٬طخه ظ٤ُ ،شرخ٤ُ٘ح ٚؼٓ نولط ٠ظك اًَإو شقٓ ُْخػ ٞٛ ٟ(١شقٓ) ش٤زً 
 17-1 حزٛٝ خهخلٗح ظ٤ُ(خهخلٗا)ِْؼُح َؿأ ٖٓٝ ِْؼُح ٠ِػ اًَإوصحدخٜؾُح َؿأ ٖٓٝ صحدخٜؾُح ٠ِػ ٢ٛ . 
 18-1 ٢ٛ َرسسٝشنُخر ٖ٤ِٔغُٔح دخكآ ٢ك ضغ٤ُ ،اًَإوش٤رشؼُح ٍٝذُح ٢ك طخع٧خر ٢ٛ . 
b- as a predicate of ٕا and its sisters  
 19-1  خًٌٔأ ٟذٗ ٌٖط ُْ ،ٖ٣شٛخظظُٔح ٖٔم اًَإ ش٤غط ضٗخً ٢ٛغٔـط ٖػ ذ٤ؼر ن٣شه ٢ك ْٛ. 
20-1  خًٌٔأ سءخلٌُح  َٓخؼُح ضغ٤ُ ،ءحسصُٞح سخ٤ظخح ٢ك ٍٝ٧حاًَإو  ٞٛ ْٛ٧حظ٤ثشُِ ء٫ُٞح.... 
Subject of the NS following ʼinnamā in some examples is omitted as in 1-21, and 1-22. 
 شُؤغُٔح سخًد ٠ك ٌُٖٝ صخكخغُٔح ٢ك ضغ٤ُاًَإوشؾزُح ٖ٤ر مخقظُ٫ح ٟذٓ ٢ك  21-1 
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 22-1أٌ ش٤عخع٧ح شٌِؾُٔح ّذوُح سشً ٠ك ٫ٝ ّ٬ػ٩ح ٠ك ضغ٤ُ اًَإو طخلٗأ ٠ِػ شٔػخـُح سذزظغُٔح شٔظٗ٧ح ٠ك 
ؾ٤ِخُح ٖٓ ش٤رشؼُح دٞؼؾُح. 
iii- Negation + NS +ʼinnamā +NS 
This was a very low frequent pattern only these two examples are found in the 
sample.  
23-1عحذرا ٝأ ٢ِٔػ ٍخ٤خ ١٧ دٞؿٝ ٫اًَإو ٠ٔػأ ذ٤ِوط ٞٛ .. 
 ،يُر ًَ ٢ك شرحشؿ ٫ اًَإو شٓ٧ح ٢ك ذ٣شـُح َٔلٓ ٠ِػ ّ٬ٌُح حزٛ َؼٓ زخئ٣ ٕأ... 24-1 
iv- Negation + VS+ ʼinnamā +  VS  
 25-1 ،ذ٣ذـُح ظِـُٔح دخخظٗح ْطٝسضٜؿ٧ح قوط ُْ ،١ذ٣٧ح شكٞظٌٓ ش٤٘ٓ٧ح  اًَإوخٜؼرخفأ ضًشك حذ٤ٜٔط 
كخنوٗ٬ُ ....
 26-1 ،ٕراٖ٣زُح سخنوُح شٌؾٗ ٫ ٌْلُح ٝسذفأ اًَإو ْٜثخٔعأ شًزٗ ٕأ خ٘زؿحٝ ٖٓ ذـٗ خًِٜ شقٓ َظظع ٢ظُح  
27-1ءخرد٧ح ّحشظكح شقظو٣ ٫ٝ  ٖ٤ُٝئغُٔح ٠ِػ  اًَإوكشؼُٔح سحٝصٝ ءحشوُح َٔؾ٣... 
The data show that there are some examples in which the V of the VS preceding 
ʼinnamā is omitted and only the complement of the V, which is PP, is kept, as in the 
following examples: 
28-1 ر دٌ لافً  تغل   مهم فٌرعت ى  ا تٌع ض م   تدىف ،غارف   اًَإوبستكٌ   ٌس ىف ٌف ضإ تلالاد فٌرعتوا  ٌف . 
29-1 ىوإ ع رت لا هك لس    وٌٌرصموا  عٌ ط ىف ب ٌع اًَإو  ت س ٌس ىوإ  ظ وا وم ةدس ف   لش ف .... 
It is worth taking into consideration that only the negation particle  ُْhas appeared 
with the past tense. In other words, Only the form ( ُْ + the present tense) in negating the 
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past tense is found, while the other known form of negation (  خٓ + past tense(does not 
appear at all .  
In addition to that, the negated future form (ُٖ + present verb( appeared only  five 
times in a 400 example sample. 
Second: preceded by affirmative sentence  
This type of a sentence in which ʼinnamā is not preceded by a negated sentence 
has appeared only one time in 400 samples. However, the statement preceding ʼinnamā is 
introduced by the adverb خٓ حسدخٗ (rarely) which carries an implicit meaning of negation.  
30-1اسداَ  ش٤و٤ولُح ْٜثحسآ ٖػ ش٤زؼظُخر ١دحذزظعح ٌْك ٢ك ءحسصُٞح شٓخـ٣ خٓ  اًَإو صخٔ٤ِؼط سخظظٗح ٢ك خٔثأد ِٕٞظ٣
 ظ٤ثشُح.... 
It is obvious that this only incident may not constitute a grammatical pattern, and 
this point needs further investigation in a larger corpus.   
B- Lexico grammatical Patterns 
Apparently, there are no lexical/semantic constraints on the choice lexical items 
used in the above-mentioned grammatical patterns. However, some of the above 
mentioned grammatical patterns has an inclination towards choosing lexical items with 
certain semantic relationship, namely synonymy, antonym.   
The preceding and the following verbs used in pattern i and iv, are likely to be 
either relative synonyms as in 1-31, and 1-32 or antonyms as in1- and 1-34.  
31-1 ٫ شٌِؾُٔح ٌٖٔط ءحسصُٞح صخ٤قخؽ ٢ك اًَإو دٞؼط ْٜزفخُ٘ٔ ْٜ٤ُٞط شو٣شه ٠ُا طخع٧خر ... 
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32-1 ٫ خ٘ٛ خٗأٝؼهخٗأ  ،ٕحذ٣ص ش٤نه اًَإوعذلطأ ٕؤؾر ىسحشه ٖػ .... 
33-1 ُٖ يُر ٕبك ٢ٜ٘٣ ْثخوُح ١شٌغؼُح ٌْلُح اًَإوق٤ن٤ع شز٤قٓ خ٘٤ُا ... 
34-1 ٫ مٞولُح ٕأ ذٛٞط اًَإو عضظ٘ط. 
This phenomenon has appeared also in few examples in patterns ii and iii, in 
which the preceding and the following nouns are also relatively either synonyms as in 1-
35or antonyms as in1-36. 
 35-1ضغ٤ُ خٜٗأ خًٔشرخؽ  ءخؿٞٛ اًَإوسأشٓح ٖ٤غٔخُح شٔؼُح ٖٓ ؾِزط . 
36-1ظ٤ُٝ  ٚ٘ٓ ن٘لُح ٝأ ٚ٤ِػ ؽٝشخُح ظ٤ُٝ ٙش٤ٓذط اًَإو ٚك٬فا . 
C-Collocational Behavior 
It is obvious in the aforementioned examples and the coming examples that 
ʼinnamā is likely to be prefixed in more than 70% of the data with the particleٝ.   
The adversative ʼinnamā tends to collocate with words that show certainty, 
namely  سسٝشنُخر  (more than seven times)and ذ٤ًؤظُخر (only two times). 
37-1 دخغلُِ خ٘مخك ظ٤ُ ٖ٣ذظُح ٕأ ذًئط  سسٝشنُخر اًَإوٖ٣ذظُح عٞ٤ؽ ٖػ خٔؿس شؾظ٘٣ دخغلُح ٕأ ٞٛ ذُخـُح. 
38-1 صٞلُح َؿأ ٖٓ ظ٤ُ  سسٝشنُخر اًَإومٞلط هخوٗ ن٤ولط َؿأ ٖٓ. 
شٓدخه خٓ سسٞػ ٕأ ٢٘ؼ٣ ٫ حزٛٝسسٝشنُخر  اًَإو  خٜٔٓ ٫ٞلط ذٜؾط شقٓ ٕأ ٢٘ؼ٣.... 39-1 
40-1 ظ٤ُ ّٞ٤ُح ذثخغُخك  ذ٤ًؤظُخر صخكخوؼُح دذؼطاًَإوسذكحٝ شكخوػ . 
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ʼinnamā has the tendency to appear with third person free pronoun, namely ٞٛ, ٢ٛ,and  ْٛ 
in pattern ii and iii.  
41-1 قُخف ٖغلٓ ضغ٤ُ ١ذ٘ػ ش٤نوُح  اًَإو٢ٛ شٓخػ ش٤نه .... 
 42-1يِط ٕأ ،ذؼؾُح ٠ُا شٌٓٞلُح ٖٓ ش٣ذٛ ضغ٤ُ ش٤ٓذخُح صخػٝشؾُٔح اًَإو ٠ٛشٌٓٞلُح ٠ِػ ذؼؾُح نك .. 
43-1 شكذقُح ٝأ ؤطخُح َ٤زه ٖٓ ٌٖ٣ ُْ اًَإوٞٛ ٕخًس٧ح شِٔظٌٓ َظه شٔ٣شؿ ... 
44-1 ،ووُح ُٕٞ ٞٛ ظ٤ُ ُْٜٔح ٕح ٍٞو٣ ٟزُح ،٠٘٤قُح َؼُٔخر اًَإوٞٛ ٕحشجلُح ًَؤ٣ ٕأ  .. . 
45-1 غ٤زطظُح ذم حٞغ٤ُ ْٜٗؤر خ٣ٞه خػخزطٗح ٠طػأ خٔٓاًَإو ْٛقطقٓ شُخٛ سسٞظًذُح ذم ٠ُٝ٧ح شؿسذُخر  ٟ
Furthermore, ʼinnamā has co-occurred with the function word ٕأ more than five times as 
in,1-35,1-37, 1-39 above and 1-47.  
47-1ٌإ  ،ّحشؿ٩ح ُْخػ ٢ك خ٣خلم ٕذؼ٣ ُْ ءخغُ٘ح  اًَإو صحش٤زً صخٓشـٓ ٖٜنؼرسخف.... 
D- Semantic Prosody 
It is noticed that ʼinnamā with all its related lexico-grammatical patterns and 
collocational behavior is a neutral conjunction. Apparently, it is used in a negative 
context as in 1-47 above, 1-50and in positive context as well, as in 1-48and1-49.   
 48-1٫ٝ ٞٛ ش٣شلط ،شٔؼظغُٔح شٓٝخوٓ ٝأ كس٧ح اًَإو ش٤ٔ٘ط ١شقُٔح ٕخغٗ٩ح .. 
 49-1 شُؤغُٔح ٕأ ٠ِػضغ٤ُ سشٓحئٓ اًَإو ٢عخ٤عسحشه....  
50-1  شطِغُح ٢ك ٙءخور ٕأ ِْؼ٣ ٚٗ٧ شزلٔر خ٘٤ٛس ظ٤ُ طخُ٘حاًَإو  سسذور د٬وٗح ٝأ دشٔظ٣ ١أ ٖٓ ٚظ٣خٔك ٠ِػ ٖٓ٧ح .
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 āmanyab -dnoceS
 ,ر٤٘ٔخ deraeppa smrof eerht esehT  .semit 7211 suproc eht ni derrucco sah āmanyab
 eerht ylnO .ylevitcepser semit 68 dna ,12 ,0201 deraeppa evah yeht dna , ٝر٤٘ٔخ dna ,كز٤٘ٔخ
 :ereh nwohs sa gninaem evitasrevda eht evah كز٤٘ٔخ fo secnatsni
 أؿِذ حُخزشحء ٝحُٔلِِ٤ٖ رخُ٬ثٔش ك٠ ح٧صٓش ح٫هظقخد٣ش ح٧خ٤شس ػِ٠ ؿؾغ حُٔنخسر٤ٖ أٝ )٣ِو٢(  ٣ِو٠فثيًُا 2-1 
مؼق حُظؾش٣ؼخص حُٔ٘ظٔش ٧عٞحم حُٔخٍ، أٝ كظ٠ طنخْ ح٫عظؼٔخس ك٠ ح٧ٝسحم حُٔخُ٤ش ػِ٠ كغخد حُضسحػش 
 ٛئ٫ء ٣ـلِٕٞ إٔ ظخٛشس طنخْ ح٫هظقخد حُٔخُ٠ ًخٗض طٞؿٜخ حهظقخد٣خ سؽ٤ذح رٔؼخ٣٤ش حُشرق، رؼذ إٔ فإٌٝحُق٘خػش، 
 .مخهض ٓؼذ٫ص حُشرل٤ش ك٠ حُق٘خػش
 ُ٤ظ ػِ٠ حعظؼذحد فهىعخػذ ٛزح حُلضد ػِ٠ رِٞؽ ػـض حُٔ٤ضحٗ٤ش ٓغظٞ٣خص ٛخثِش خ٬ٍ ع٘ٞحص رٞػ، فثيًُا  2-2
 ح٥ٕ ُظلَٔ أٟ ٓغجُٞ٤ش ك٠ ٓؼخُـش ٛزٙ حُٔؾٌِش،
 حُظٔٞ٣َ رٔٞحسد ؿ٤ش كو٤و٤ش ٛٞ حعظذػخء فش٣ق ُِظنخْ ٝخلل ح٧ؿٞس حُلو٤و٤ش رؼذ حُؼ٬ٝس ػٖ فثيًُا ٌٝٛزح 2-3
 )٣غظذػ٢( حُظٔٞ٣َ رٔخ ٣ظٖ أٗٚ ٓٞحسد كو٤و٤ش ٣لذع آػخسٙ رقٞسس ؿ٤ش ٓزخؽشس، ٝ٣غظذػ٠ فإٌٓغظٞحٛخ رذٜٝٗخ، 
 .حٗخلخمخ ٓظٞحُ٤خ ك٠ ٓؼذ٫ص حُ٘ٔٞ، أؽذ كظٌخ رخُؼخِٓ٤ٖ ٖٓ حُظنخْ
 eht evah ٝر٤٘ٔخfo secnatsni 68 eht fo selpmaxe evif ylno ,dnah rehto eht no dnA
  :ereh nevig sa gninaem evitasrevda
 حُض٣خدس ؿخءص ٖٓ أفلخد ح٧ؿٞس ح٧كوش، رؼذ إٔ حٓظذص فإٌ صحدص حُلق٤ِش حُنش٣ز٤ش رؼذ حُوخٕٗٞ حُـذ٣ذ وتيًُا 2-4
 .حُنش٣زش ٧ؿٞسْٛ ح٩مخك٤ش ٌٝٓخكآطْٜ
 حُ٤ٞٗخٕ طلـشص ك٤ٜخ أصٓظخٕ ٛذدطخٛخ رؼل حُٞهض ربؽٜخس  فإٌ طؼظزش ا٣طخُ٤خ ك٠ ٝمغ أكنَ ٖٓ صٓ٤٬طٜخ،وتيًُا 2-5
 ٓض٣ذ )ُظ٬ك٢( أصٓش طـخٝص حُلذٝد حُٔؤٓٞٗش ُِؼـض ٝح٫عظذحٗش، ٝح٫مطشحس اُ٠ حطخخر اؿشحءحص هخع٤ش ُظ٬ك٠: اك٬عٜخ
 .....ٖٓ حُظذٛٞس ٝٛٞ ٓخ أهِن ٓٞؿخص ٖٓ حُظزٓش ُؼخٓش حُؾؼذ
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 دُٝش ٜٓذدس رـشم أؿضحء ًز٤شس ٖٓ أسحم٤ٜخ ٗظ٤ـش حسطلخع ٓ٘غٞد ٓ٤خٙ 02 ٣ئًذ حُؼِٔخء إٔ ٓقش ٖٓ ر٤ٖ وتيًُا2-6 
 . ٛ٘خى حهظ٘خػخ صحثلخ ٣شطخف اُ٤ٚ حُٔغجُٕٞٞ رؤٕ ٓقش رٔؤٖٓ ٖٓ ح٧خطخسإلا أٌحُزلش ٝػِ٠ ح٧خـ ٓ٘طوش حُذُظخ، 
 eht rednu dna laitini hpargarap a sa semoc ti nehw ٝ ro كــ yb dexiferp si āmanyab
   .snoitces gniwollof eht ni erom dessucsid eb lliw sihT ."taht etips ni" fo gninaem
 tuoba etutitsnoc gninaem evitasrevda eht ni āmanyab taht dewohs evah atad ehT
 evitasrevda eht rednu taht deciton si tI .suproc eht ni deraeppa secnatsni latot eht fo % 52
 owt eht neewteb semoc ti nehw )tub( snaem tI .sgninaem niam owt sah āmanyab ,egasu
 eht sedecerp ti nehw )fo etips ni(ro ;9-2 dna 7-2 selpmaxe eht ni sa stcennoc ti stnemetats
  .8-2 ni sa stcennoc ti secnetnes owt
 ٫٣ٞؿذ ٛزح ح٫خظ٬ف تيًُا  حُؼخّ حُزٟ ٣ظخرؼٜخ ٣خظِق ٝ٣٘وغْ رقلش ؽزٚ ٣ٞٓ٤ش)حُشأ١( ك٠ حُش٣خمش ٗـذ حُشأٟ 2-7 
، ر٘لظ حُؾذس ٝٗلظ حُوٞس، ك٠ عخكخص حُغ٤خعش أٝ ح٫هظقخد أٝ حُلٖ ٝح٧دد، أٝ ك٠ حُذ٣ٖ، )حُ٤ٞٓ٢( حُٞحعغ ٝحُ٤ٞٓ٠
 ..ٝسرٔخ ٛ٘خى حخظ٬ف ك٠ حُذ٣ٖ ٌُ٘ٚ ٣زذٝ ٓظخل٤خ ٝخخك٤خ ٝخخكظخ
 ًخٕ حُـشد ك٠ ٓطِغ حُوشٕ حُٔخم٠ ٣غظؼذ ُٜ٘نش ؿذ٣ذس طوٞدٛخ حُٞ٫٣خص حُٔظلذس حُظ٠  تيًُاطـذس ٓ٬كظش أٗٚ 2-8 
  ًخٗض طشحهذ رخٛظٔخّ ٓظضح٣ذ ٝهِن رذح٣خص حٗلغخس ح٩ٓزشحهٞس٣ش حُزش٣طخٗ٤ش، كبٗٚ ح٥ٕ ٣غظؼذ ُ٬ٗلغخس ك٠ )حُظ٢(
.  ؿ٤خد دُٝش هخثذ طٞهق حُظشحؿغ ٝطوٞد فؼٞدح ؿذ٣ذح)ك٢)
 ٓـخٍ ح٩ف٬ف حُغ٤خع٠ رخػظزخسٛخ )ك٢ )هذ سأٟ ٓؼظْٜٔ آٌخٗ٤ش ح٫عظلخدس ٖٓ حُ٘ٔخرؽ ٝحُشإٟ حُـشر٤ش ك٠ 2-9 
:  سكنٞح ح٧خز رخُ٘ٔخرؽ حُـشر٤ش ك٠ حُٔـخ٫ص ح٫ؿظٔخػ٤ش ٝحُؼوخك٤ش ُغزز٤ٖتيًُاٝع٤ِش كؼخُش ُٔٞحؿٜش كخُش ح٫عظزذحد، 
 )حُلشد١(أٝ٫ طوذ٣شْٛ إٔ حُٔـظٔؼخص ح٩ع٬ٓ٤ش ُ٤غض رلخؿش اُ٤ٜخ ك٠ ظَ طٞحكش ٗٔٞرؿٜخ حُؼخرض ُِق٬ف حُلشدٟ 
  .ٝحُٔغظٔذ ٖٓ طؼخُ٤ْ ح٩ع٬ّ )حُـٔخػ٢(حُٔشطزو رخُق٬ف حُـٔخػ٠ 
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There are some examples where baynamā carry both the adversative and the 
temporal meaning. In the examples 2-9, 2-10, and 2-11baynamā seems to mean both 
"but" and "at the same time".  
10-2  ٖٓ َ٤ُ٘حٝ خٜٔ٤طلط ٍٝخلط ش٣شثحضـُح سسخلغُح ٍٞك دٞؾلُح ٟش٣ ٞٛٝ ٕ٥ح مذقٓ ش٤ؿ ض٣ش٤ر ٕأ ذر٫ٝ
 شػأ ٟأ ٖٓ ٟدخؼُٔح شوط٘ٓ ش٤ٜطظُ ش٣شقٓ صحٞػد غٔغ٣ ٞٛٝ ءخٛد ٌَر ٕ٥ح يلن٣ ٚٗأ يؽ ٫ٝ ،خٛدحشكأ
 ،عسحٞؾُح ءخٔعأ يُر ٠ك خٔر ،ٖ٤٣شثحضـُِاًُيت ذؼر ٠ِػ ،ش٣شقُٔح شٌٓٞلُح ٟذُ ٠ٗٞ٤ٜقُح ش٤لغُح شٓخها شوٓ 
شهسخخُح ٖٓ ٙٞلٓ دِٞطُٔح شثحضـُح عسخؽ ٖٓ صحٞطخ. 
11-2  ٟأ شغكخ٘ٓ ٖٓ ضِخ ٟدخُ٘ح صخرخخظٗح ٕأ خٜٔ٘٤ر مشل٣ يُزً(١أ)  ٍدخٗ ٠ك ّٜٞلٓ حزٛٝ شعخثشُح ذؼوٓ ٠ِػ سأشٓح
 ،سشٌُح ٚظؼ٘فاًُيتذ٤وُ٘ح ذق٘ٓ ٠ِػ ٬ؿس ٖ٣شؾػٝ شؼزع شغكخُ٘ٔ شٓشنخٓ ش٤ٓخلٓ ضٓذوط . 
A- Grammatical Behavior 
A-1. Word Order 
baynamā tends to link long complex sentences as in 2-12, 2-10 and most of the 
examples given in the coming sections; on the other hand, it is rarely used in short 
statements as in 2-14,2-18, 2-41. Generally speaking, the adversative baynamā typically 
comes between two complete sentences, and it functions as a transitional expression 
which is used to contrast a previously mentioned statement. On the other hand, it comes 
as a sentence initial to link two contrasting statements as in 2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4,2-5,and 2-6. 
 12-2ٟٞه ٖ٤ر ضزؾٗ ش٤رشػ سدسخر دشك ٠ِػ حذٛخؽ ٕخً خِ٘٤ؿ ٕأ ٠ِػ َ٤ع ي٣شطخر غٓ نلطأ" ش٤ٓذوط"  ٠ك(٢ك)  ُْخؼُح
ٟٞهٝ ٠رشؼُح"شظكخلٓ"٠ؿُٞٞ٣ذ٣أ عحشقً صشٜظؽخك ، (٢ؿُٞٝذ٣أ) ،اًُيت٠٣أس ٠ك خٜظو٤وك ٠ك ضٗخً  (٢٣أس)،                 
 ٠ك ش٤ٗخٔؼؼُح ش٣سٞهحشزٓ٩ح شًشط ٠ِػ ٖ٣شؾؼُح ٕشوُح ٖٓ صخ٤٘٣شؾؼُح ٠ك أذر مخزع ٠ُا خٛسٝزؿ صذظٓح َه٧ح ٠ِػٝأ
وعٝ٧ح مشؾُح. 
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.  أف٤ذ حُٔذحكغ ح٩٣طخُ٠ حُؾٜ٤ش رخس٣ضٟ ك٠ سًزظٚ، ٝأػظوذ أٜٗخ ًخٗض افخرش ؽذ٣ذس4991ك٠ ًؤط حُؼخُْ ػخّ  2-31
 حُ٬ػذ تيًُا.. ٝأؿش٣ض ُ٬ػذ ؿشحكش ك٠ أٓش٣ٌخ ٝرؼذ أعزٞع ٝحكذ ًخٕ ٣ؾخسى ك٠ حُٔزخسحس حُٜ٘خث٤ش أٓخّ حُزشحص٣َ
ٝ٣ؼخُؾ .. )حُقِز٢ ( ك٤قخد رخُشرخه حُقِ٤ز٠"٣٘ضٍ ٖٓ كٞم حُشف٤ق "ٛزٙ ح٧٣خّ )ك٢ (  ك٠)حُٔقش١ ( حُٔقشٟ
 ..ٝ٣ؼظضٍ ح٥خشٕٝ.. ؽٜشح، ٝحُزؼل ٣ٌٕٞ ؽـخػخ ٝ٣ؼٞد ُِٔ٬ػذ 41ُٔذس 
 .. هِض اٗ٘خ خغشٗخ حُظخس٣خ رؼذ حُٔزخسحس رخُٜض٣ٔشتيًُا طٞهؼض هزَ حُٔزخسحس كٞص حُزشحص٣َ، )أٗ٢( ًٔخ أٗ٠2-41 
  snrettaP lacitammarG .2-A
  :snrettap lacitammarg 5 ni deraeppa āmanyab evitasrevda ehT
  sknil ti secnetnes owt eht neewteb :tsriF
 SV + āmanyab+ SN -i
 م تشرة  مستعمل  ) ً( او د    تت ضر رة لا غ ى ع ه    ىسم ع ت الأذو اوتى ٌستخدمه  او ك   فى م  رٌ ت كرة  2-51
  و ك م  ،  ت فٌر تلك اوسم ع ت)اومصري( و  ٌ   ات  د اوكرة اومصرىبينما.. فى كأس الأم  الأفرٌ ٌ 
.  رؼذ حُٔزخسس رخُٜض٣ٔشهِض اٗ٘خ خغشٗخ حُظخس٣خ تيًُا كٞص حُزشحص٣َ، طٞهؼض هزَ حُٔزخسس )أٗ٘٢(ًٔخ أٗ٘٢  2-61 
 ػِ٠ طشى اعشحث٤َ طلِض رذٕٝ ػوخد ٝرذٕٝ طؾٌ٤َ ُـ٘ش دُٝ٤ش ُِظلو٤ن )حُذُٝ٢( ٗٞع ٖٓ حُظٞحهئ حُذُٝ٠ٛ٘خى  2-71
 حُ٘ظ٤ش ك٠ كشك ػوٞرخص ػِ٠ ا٣شحٕ حُظ٠ ُْ  ٛزٙ حُذٍٝ كٔخعخ ٓ٘وطغ)طزذ١( طزذٟ تيًُاك٠ كخدع هخكِش حُلش٣ش، 
 .طشطٌذ كظ٠ ح٥ٕ ؽ٤جخ ٖٓ حُـشحثْ حُظ٠ طشطٌزٜخ اعشحث٤َ
 SN + āmanyab+ SN -ii
ٛ٘خى ًَ ٓٞحهٖ  تيًُا رؼذد حُشإٝط، )اكقخإْٛ( ، ٣ـش١ اكقخثْٜ ًوط٤غ)حُٔٞحهٕ٘ٞ( ٛ٘خ ٣ؼخَٓ حُٔٞحه٘٤ٖ 2-81
 هطؼش ٖٓ حُٞهٖ،  ٛٞ
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 حُؾخ١ حُز١ حُشحطذ ٣ٌخد ٣غذ ػٖٔ تيًُا رخُؼخفٔش أر٘خء دٝحثشْٛ ك٤وذٕٓٞ ُْٜ حُؾخ١، اْٜٗ ٣غظوزِٕٞ ك٢ ٓ٘خصُْٜ 2-91
 ٣وذّ ُِن٤ٞف خ٬ٍ أعزٞع 
ٝ٣٘ظش رؼل حُزخكؼ٤ٖ ُٔلّٜٞ حُشمخ ػِ٠ أٗٚ ٓشحدف ُِغؼخدس ك٠ ك٤ٖ ٣لشم ًؼ٤ش ٖٓ حُزخكؼ٤ٖ ر٤٘ٚ ٝر٤ٖ   2-02
حُشمخ كخُش ٓؼشك٤ش ٓؼظٔذس ػِ٠ حُلٌْ حُزحط٠  تيًُا حُٔضحؽ، كٜ٠ كخُش حٗلؼخُ٤ش كغخعش ُِظـ٤شحص حُٔلخؿجش ك٠حُغؼخدس، 
  .، كٜٞ ٗٞع ٖٓ حُظوذ٣ش حُٜخدٟء ٝحُظؤَٓ ُٔذٟ كغٖ ع٤ش ح٧ٓٞس عٞحء ك٠ حُٔخم٠ أٝ ح٥ُِٕلشد
 ك٠ حُلو٤وش ا٫ طلو٤ن )٣زـ٢( ٛٞ ٫ ٣زـ٠ تيًُا، ا٫ سمخ الله ػ٘ٚ )٫ ٣زظـ٢(ٝٛٞ طظخٛش حُٔشء رؤٗٚ ٫ ٣زظـ٠ 2-12 
 ، ٓقِلش خخفش
  SV  + āmanyab+ SV -iii
٣ؼط٠ حُٔ٘قذ اُ٠ ؽخـ ٫  تيًُا ٣ٔ٘غ حُٔشؽق فخكذ حُلن ٖٓ حُلقٍٞ ػِ٠ حُٔ٘قذ حُزٟ ٣غظلوٚٝ 2-22 
 أعٞأ رٌؼ٤ش ٖٓ ؽٜخدسحُضٝس، )سأ٣٢(٣غظلوٚ، رَ إ طضٝ٣ش ح٫ٗظخخرخص ك٠ سأ٣٠ 
 )ٓؼخسم٢( ٣٘ظغذ ؿخُز٤ش ٓؼخسم٠ُلو٤وش إٔ ؿضءح ٖٓ ٛزح حُظٞف٤ق ُ٨صٓش ح٧خ٤شس ٣زذٝ فل٤لخ، كزخُلؼَ  ح 2-32
..... )ح٩ف٬ك٢(  ح٩ف٬ك٠٣زذٝ ٛٞ أكذ سٓٞص حُـ٘خف حُـ٘خف حُٔلخكع ر٤٘ٔخ مْ حُؼش٣خٕ اُ٠
 .ٝٓؼخ٣٤شْٛ٣قش ح٥خشٕٝ ػِ٠ اُضحٓٚ روٞحٗ٤ْٜ٘ تيًُا، ٣ش٣ذ إٔ ٣ؼ٤ؼ ك٤خطٚ ًٔخ ٣ٜٟٞ2-42 
  كثر   مٌ  مو اومسأو  اوفلسطٌ ٌ  ) مًرا(    ى  مرترى إسرائٌ   و م ع إٌراو مو امتلاك سلاحوس ا او ظ،  2-52 
 . او ضٌتٌو متك ملتٌوترى او لاٌ ت اومت دةبينما م فص  ع ه ، 
 SN + āmanyab+ SV -vi
 ٝ رخهَ ٝ هز٤ق ٛٞ ؿ٤ش أخ٬ه٢ ٝ ؽش٣شتيًُا  ٝخ٤شح ٝكوخ ٝؿٔ٤٬ رخُ٘غزش ُ٢، ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣ٌٕٞ حُؾ٢ء أخ٬ه٤خ 2-62 
 رخُ٘غزش ُي 
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baynamā, in some examples, is preceded by or/and and followed by a negated 
sentence in the pattern iii as in 2-25 and in I as in the example  2-13. However, this form 
is of a low frequency.  
27-2   ،يؾُح غٔظـٓ ٚٗ٧ؽشخٓ ٕأ ٠ِ٤ػخٔع٩ح سخقٗأ ٖٓ ش٤ؼً ٟأس ْ٤طلط ش٤ِٔػ ش٣ٞقط ذٔؼط ٠ِٛ٧ح سحسخزٓ 
 ،دخظع٫ح ذػخوٓاًُيت ش٤ٛخٔؿ ذٗخؿ ٖٓ غهٝ ٟزُح ءحذظػ٫ح َ٤ـغظر ْظٜ٣ ُْ ٠ِٛ٧ح (٢ِٛ٧ح)  ؼ٣ٝحسذُح صخغ٤رٞطأ ٠ِػ
سحسخزُٔح َزه .،خزؼف ٕخً صخزػ٩ح حزٛٝ 
28-2إ ضٓخه شقٓ ٕسسدخقٔر ءخنوُح ٌْك ٖ٤ك ذؼوط ُْٝ ٖٓ شؼًأ عصٞط ٫ شِـٓ 500خٜٔعح شخغٗ  "عحذرا" اًُيت  ُْ
ٕٞ٤ٓ٬ػ٩ح دشن٣ ُْٝ ،صحشٛخظُٔح ؽشخطٚـٓخٗشر فخو٣بر ٌْلُح ٠ِػ خمحشظػح ،صُٞٔح ٠ظك ّخؼطُح ٖػ . 
Some of the above-mentioned declarative patterns come in the interrogative form; as in 
2-29, and 2-30 (pattern iii); and 2-31 (pattern iv),   
 29-2اراًنء٫ئٛ شزظؼ٣  صخِٓٞؼُِٔ ز٤ل٘ط دشـٓ صخرخخظٗ٫ح ش٣ٝضط ٖ٤لظُٞٔح اًُيت دشؽ ٕٝشزظؼ٣ سخطك٩ح ٝأ شٔخُح 
٠فخؼُٔح شزًأ ٖٓ ٕخنٓس ٢ك( ٢فخؼُٔح) ؟ 
30-2 فيك ذهخؼ٣ ،ق٤فشُح ٠ِػ ٟذظػح ٚٗ٧ ٍخوطشر ـله ذكخف اًُيتذعخل٣٫  قُأ شثخٓ ٠ِػ ٟذظػح ١زُح حزٛ 
 ٕحذك....؟ 
31-2اراًن ض٤ِـٗ٩ح سٞؼ٣ ّخؼُح ٍخُٔح ش٣خٔلُ شعشؽ خرشك ٕٞمٞخ٣ٝ اًُيت٫ٝ سٞؼٗ ٫  ٖ٤٣شقُٔح ٖلٗ  ٠ِػ ذنـٗ 
دخغلُح...؟ 
Second: preceding the two sentences it links 
baynamā precedes its two sentences when it means "in spite of" and it follows 
two patterns. The first one is when it comes as paragraph initial; it works as a subordinate 
conjunction where the main clause is preceded by ـك, ٕأ ٫ا and ٕبك as in examples 2-1, 2-2, 
2-3, 2-4, 2-5 and 2-6. The second one is afterٕأ + anticipatory pronoun ( ش٤ٔمٕؤؾُح)  and it 
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 nI .nuonorp yrotapicitna eht si tcejbus sti erehw esualc  إ/إٔ fo etaciderp a sa snoitcnuf
 dedecerp si esualc niam eht erehw esualc etanidrobus a secudortni āmanyab ,esac siht
  . 33-2 ni sa ا٫ أ ّٕ  ro ,23-2 ni sa  كب  ّٕ yb
 āmanyab ,secnetnes owt sti gnidecerp nehw taht thgilhgih ot gnitseretni si tI
 a eb ot smees sihT .esualc  ا  ّٕ fo etaciderp a sa nuonorp yrotapicitna eht retfa semoc
 suproc regral a no yduts a ,secnetnes owt sti sedecerp āmanyab nehw roivaheb tnetsisnoc
 .tluser siht etufer ro troppus ot detcudnoc eb ot deen
  كبٕ /ا٫ إٔ  + SV /SN + āmanyab  + )nuonorp yrotapicitna( + إٔ  -v
 ًخٕ حُـشد ك٠ ٓطِغ حُوشٕ حُٔخم٠ ٣غظؼذ ُٜ٘نش ؿذ٣ذس طوٞدٛخ حُٞ٫٣خص حُٔظلذس حُظ٠  تيًُاأٗٚطـذس ٓ٬كظش 2-23 
 ح٥ٕ ٣غظؼذ ُ٬ٗلغخس ك٠ ؿ٤خد دُٝش  كبًٗٚخٗض طشحهذ رخٛظٔخّ ٓظضح٣ذ ٝهِن رذح٣خص حٗلغخس ح٩ٓزشحهٞس٣ش حُزش٣طخٗ٤ش،
. هخثذ طٞهق حُظشحؿغ ٝطوٞد فؼٞدح ؿذ٣ذح
 ٣شٟ حُ٘خط أٗلغْٜ ٝأهشرخءْٛ  تيًُاأٗٚأؽؼش ٖٓ ٓظخرؼخط٠ حُٔظٞحمؼش ُِٔغشف ٝٓظخرؼخط٠ حٌُٔؼلش ُِقلخكش، 2-33 
ٝأكزخءْٛ ك٠ ؽخق٤خص ػِ٠ خؾزش حُٔغشف طؾخـ أدٝحسح ٛ٠ ح٧هشد كؼ٬ اُ٠ ٝحهغ حُل٤خس سؿْ حُظشحٝف حُل٘٠ أٝ 
 ٫ ٣شٕٝ ك٠ حُقلق أٗلغْٜ أٝ أهشرخءْٛ أٝ أكزخءْٛ ٝصٓ٬ءْٛ ًٔخ ْٛ ا٫ أْٜٗح٧در٠ حُٔؼظخد ر٤ٖ حُلو٤وش ٝحُخ٤خٍ، 
 . كؼ٬ ك٠ حُٞحهغ
 طظلشى طشً٤خ طلشًخص ا٣ـخر٤ش ك٠ حُٔ٘طوش ٝرخطٞحص ٓلغٞرش ك٠ ػ٬هخطٜخ ٓغ اعشحث٤َ تيًُا أٗٚٝحُٔ٬كع  3-43
ك٤غ سكنض اؿشحء ٓ٘خٝسحص ػغٌش٣ش ٓؾظشًش ٓؼٜخ، ٝسكنض ٓلخٝ٫ص اعشحث٤َ ُٔلخفشس ا٣شحٕ رغزذ رشٗخٓـٜخ 
 ٓقش ُْ طوَِ ٖٓ حػظٔخدٛخ ػِ٠ كغٖ ٗٞح٣خ اعشحث٤َ ك٠ ػِٔ٤ش حُغ٬ّ، ٝٝحفِض أٓش٣ٌخ ؿٜٞدٛخ ُظؼط٤َ كبٕحُٟ٘ٞٝ، 
حُٔقخُلش حُلِغط٤٘٤ش، ك٠ حُٞهض حُزٟ ُْ ٣ظٞسع ٓ٤ظؾ٤َ ك٤ٚ ػٖ حُذػٞس ُزذء حُٔلخٝمخص دٕٝ إٔ ٣ؼظشف رلؾَ أٓش٣ٌخ 
 !ك٠ ٝهق ح٫عظ٤طخٕ
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 snrettaP lacitammarg ocixeL -B
 lacitammarg denoitnem evoba eht ni desu smeti lacixel eht no snoitcirtser oN
   .deifitnedi era snrettap
 roivaheB lanoitacolloC -C
 eht gnizisahpme sesarhp htiw setacolloc ylekil āmanyab taht dewohs sah atad ehT
 93-2 ni sa )semit 6(ك٢ حُلو٤وش  esarhp eht yleman ;dias eb ot gniog si tahw fo ecnatropmi
    .04 -2 ni sa )semit2(  ك٢ حُٞحهغ  dna ,14-2 dna
هٞ٣ِش ٝٓشطذ٣خ حُضٟ ح٧خنش ٩٣ٜخّ حُٔخسس رؤٗٚ ػخَٓ  »Âٓوؾش«Â ػنْٜ ٣وق ك٠ ؽخسع حُظٞس٣غ ٓٔغٌخ د 2-53
ا٫ ُِ٘قذ ػِ٠ عٌخٕ حُؾخسع "ٓوؾظٚ" ػخَٓ ٓض٣ق ٫ ٣غظخذّك٠ حُلو٤وش ٛٞ تيًُاٗظخكش ٣ٌذ ٝ٣ٌذف ُظطٜ٤ش حُؾخسع، 
  .ٝحعظذسحس ػطلْٜ رـ٤ش طلو٤ن أًزش هذس ٖٓ حٌُٔخعذ حُ٤ٞٓ٤ش
ك٠ ح٧عطٞسس دحّ كقخس ح٩ؿش٣ن ُٔذ٣٘ش هشٝحدس ػؾش ع٘ٞحص، كخرظذع ح٩ؿش٣ن حُل٤ِش كقخٗخ خؾز٤خ مخٔخ  2-63 
 ًخٕ ٣خظزت ٝسحء ك٠ حُٞحهغ تيًُاأؿٞف ِٓ٤جخ رخُٔلخسر٤ٖ ح٩ؿش٣ن رو٤خدس أٝد٣غ٤ٞط، أٓخ رو٤ش حُـ٤ؼ كظٜش ًؤٗٚ سكَ 
 .ط٤٘ذٝط، ٝهزَ حُطشٝحد٣ٕٞ حُلقخٕ ػِ٠ أٗٚ ػشك ع٬ّ
 ٛٞ ٫ تيًُا سكنْٜ حُزخص ُ٘ٞع ٓض٣ق ٖٓ حُظذ٣ٖ، ٝٛٞ طظخٛش حُٔشء رؤٗٚ ٫ ٣زظـ٠ ا٫ سمخ الله ػ٘ٚ،  ٝٛ٠ 2-73
 ا٫ طلو٤ن ٓقِلش خخفش، كظ٠ ُٞ طؼخسمض ٛزٙ حُٔقِلش حُخخفش طؼخسمخ فخسخخ ٓغ ٓقخُق ك٠ حُلو٤وش٣زـ٠ 
 .حُ٘خط
-2 ni saأ  ّٕ drow noitcnuf eht htiw setacolloc āmanyab evitasrevda eht ,taht ot noitidda nI
  .24-2 dna 14-2 ,04-2 ,93-2 ,83-2 ,evoba43
 ٣لظخؽ حُ٘ٔٞ اُ٠ كؾذ تيًُا ، )حعظٜ٬ً٢( ػِٔ٤ش حُظٞص٣غ ٓئدحٛخ حعظٜ٬ً٠إٔ ُٝؼَ حُغزذ ك٠ رُي ح٫ػظوخد  2-83
  .حُٔٞحسد ٖٓ أؿَ ح٩ٗظخؽ
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حُزطَ ٣٘ظخذ رخُٔ٘خكغش حُؾش٣لش إٔ .. ٝحُلخسم ر٤ٖ حُزطَ ٝر٤ٖ حُغ٤ذ.. )أع٤خدح(  أرطخٍ ُٝغ٘خ أع٤خد ٗلٖ٣خ ٓلغٖ2-93 
٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣لؼَ رُي رخُوٞس أٝ ..  حُغ٤ذ ٣ٌٖٔ إٔ ٣ولض اُ٠ حُٔوؼذ دٕٝ إٔ ٣٘ظخزٚ أكذتيًُاٝحٌُلخف ٝحُؼشم ٝح٧دحء حُـ٤ذ، 
 .. )حُؼشر٢ ( ٝرظِي حُٜظخكخص حُؼ٘قش٣ش حُظ٠ ٣ٔخسعٜخ رؼل اػ٬ٓ٘خ ٗخغش حٌُؼ٤ش ك٠ ٓل٤ط٘خ حُؼشر٠.. رخُل٤ِش
 . طلؼَ ٛ٢ ٗلظ حُؾ٢ء تيًُاحٌُ٘٤غش طؼ٤ذ ػِ٠ ح٩خٞحٕ حُٔغِٔ٤ٖ خِطْٜ ُِذ٣ٖ رخُغ٤خعشإٔ  حُـش٣ذ 2- 04
 ْٛ ٣ؼِٕٔٞ، ٓؼِ٘خ ؿٔ٤ؼخ، إٔ ح٫ٗظخخرخص  تيًُاح٫ٗظخخرخص طٔض رٔ٘ظٜ٠ حُ٘ضحٛش ٝ حُؾشفإٔ  ظَ ٛئ٫ء ٣ئًذٕٝ 2-14
 .طْ طضٝ٣شٛخ رخٌُخَٓ
 .   ٣قش ح٥خشٕٝ ػِ٠ اُضحْٜٓ روٞحٗ٤ْٜ٘ ٝٓؼخ٣٤شْٛتيًُا٣ؼ٤ؼ ك٤خطٚ ًٔخ ٣ٜٟٞ، إٔ  ٣ش٣ذ  2-24
 driht eht htiw setacolloc āmanyab evitasrevda eht ,āmanniʼ htiw esac eht si ti sA
  .ٛ٢ dna ٛٞ  nuonorp nosrep
ُذٟ ًَ  )كطش١(عِٞى كطشٟ ٛٞ  تيًُاًٞٗٚ فخدسح ٖٓ ٓخدس ؿخٓذس،  )حٗزٜخس١(عِٞى ػـ٤ذ أػخس حٗزٜخسٟ  2-34
 ...)ك٢( ك٠
 ِٓظضٓش رظقؼ٤ذ ٛ٠ تيًُاُٞ ُْ ٣ٌٖ ٓطٔج٘خ اُ٠ إٔ كٌٞٓش حُشث٤ظ رخسحى أٝرخٓخ ُٖ طلظق ِٓلخص كشد حُؼشحم،  2-44 
 كشد ك٠ أكـخٗغظخٕ ٝح٫عظؼذحد ُؾٖ كشد ك٠ ا٣شحٕ
 ydosorP citnameS-D
 rehtie sdrawot ycnednet wohs ton seod āmanyab evitasrevda eht taht smees tI
 sa( seno evitisop gnicudortni eb ot deraeppa sah tI .seno evitisop ro sgninaem evitagen
   .)84-2 ,74-2 ni sa( stxetnoc evitagen sa llew sa dna )64-2 ,54-2ni
، ٝٛٞ ؽخسع ٣ؾٜذ عوٞه حُؼذ٣ذ )حُذحثش١(طشٟ حُٔٞحهٖ حُٔقش١ ػخؿضح ػٖ ػزٞس ؽخسع حُطش٣ن حُذحثشٟ 2-54 
 .  ويحطى آنح انحشب الإسشائهيح37تيًُا يثذع ويزهم انؼانى وهى يؼثش قُاج انسىيس في حشب . ٖٓ حُنلخ٣خ
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طؼَٔ ك٠ أٗؾطش ٓظؼذدس، ف٘خػ٤ش ٝخذٓ٤ش ٝٓخُ٤ش، ٝط٘ؾش كشٝػٜخ ٝطٞحرؼٜخ ك٠ ٓ٘خهن ٓخظِلش ٖٓ حُؼخُْ 2-64 
طخظخسٛخ ٝكوخ ُٔ٤ضس ٫ طظٞكش ٓلِ٤خ، عٞحء ٓٞحسد هز٤ؼ٤ش أٝ أ٣ذٟ ػخِٓش سخ٤قش، أٝ ٧ٜٗخ ؽذ٣ذس حُظِٞع، كن٬ ػٖ 
تيًُا تستثقى فى انذاخم الأَشطح انشئيسيح انتى تتحكى فى تقُياخ الإَتاج وتىفش وظائف ػانيح هشرٜخ ٖٓ ح٧عٞحم، 
 .الأجش نهؼايهيٍ فيها
 تيًُا نى "ارذحع" ٗغخش حعٜٔخ005ٕ ٓقش هخٓض ُْٝ طوؼذ ك٤ٖ كٌْ حُونخء رٔقخدسس ٓـِش ٫ طٞصع أًؼش  إ2-74
 .تخشج انًظاهشاخ، ونى يضشب الإػلاييىٌ ػٍ انطؼاو حتى انًىخ، اػتشاضا ػهى انحكى تإيقاف تشَايجه
ٝمغ ) ك٢(كشفش ٧ٕ ٣ؾخسى ك٠  )حُٔظِو٢)كخ٧خ٤ش حهظلْ ٓ٘خهن ؽخثٌش ٝهشف ح٧عجِش حُقؼزش ٝٓ٘ق حُٔظِو٠2-84 
 ..تيًُا اكتفى الأول تالإستكاص ػهى يلايح صىسج نى تكٍ يفؼًح تانحياج...حُ٘وخه ػِ٠ حُلشٝف
 deweiver eht lla ni laitini hpargarap sa semoc āmanyab nehw taht deciton si ti ,revewoH
  .6-2 dna 5-2,4-2 ,3-2 ,2-2 ,1-2 ni sa stxetnoc evitagen a ni semoc āmanyab selpmaxe
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Third: bal 
The data show that the adversative meaning of bal constitutes 25% of the 1265 
examples in the collected sample which is half of the total number of instances. Only one 
form of bal has appeared in the corpus, which is َر with no prefixation at all.  
It is interesting to notice that bal has two adversative meanings when preceded by 
negation; one is “but” as in 3-4 and 3-5, and the second one is “on the contrary” as is in                       
3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 .   
 1-3ُٚحٞٓأ ٖٓ خج٤ؽ ٠لخ٣ ذكأ ٌٖ٣ ُْ يُزُ .مت٠ك شل٤ِخُح ٠ِػ ُْٜحٞٓأ ٕٞمشؼ٣ حٞٗخً ءخ٤٘ؿ٧ح ٕا (٢ك) سذؾُح ّخ٣أ 
طخُ٘ح محصسؤر ءخكُِٞ َ٤ُ٘ح ـهخ٘ظ٣ ٖ٤ك. 
2-3  ،حرخؽ حشٓأ ظ٤ُ ٢زطُح ضًشُٔح ِٚؼك خٔكمتخٗذِر ٢ك سش٤ؼً ًٖخٓأ ٢ك ٚر ٍٞٔؼُٔح ّخظُ٘ح ٞٛ يُر  .
3-3 حشٌؽ خُٜ ٍٞو٣ ُٖ ٌُٚ٘ شرٝشؼُخر ش٤لٌظُح صحٞف٧ ض٣ش٤ر دشط٤ع مت ذ٣ضُٔح شظظ٘٤ع  ..
4-3 َٓأ شز٤خ ٖٓ طخُ٘ح دخفأ خٓ ُْٜٔح ظ٤ِك مت ٠ك ظ٤ثشُح سحشٔظعح ٞٛ ُْٜٔح (٢ك)ٌْ٘ػ ٙخمس  . خٓ ٞٛ ُْٜٔح ظ٤ُ
 ،شثحضـُحٝ شقٓ ٖ٤ر شؼ٤طه ٖٓ عذكمت ٠ك ٚطشعأٝ ظ٤ثشُح سحشٔظعح ٞٛ ُْٜٔح (٢ك)ٌْلُح .  
5-3 شِٓخؽ ش٤عخ٤ع شًشك ظ٤ُ ٕ٥ح خِ٘وِه سذقٓ مت ٖ٤كشِطظُٔح ش٘لك (ٖ٤كشطظُٔح)  ُْخؼُح ءخلٗأ ٢ك ٖ٣شؾظُ٘ٔح ...
The adversative bal is similar to ʼinnamā in the sense that both should be 
preceded by negation. However, bal also links declarative statements as will be shown 
here in the lexico-grammatical patterns.   
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A- Grammatical Behavior 
A-1 Word Order 
The adversative bal has occurred as paragraph initial in only four examples out of 
the 1265examples selected in the data. In all four examples bal is preceded by a negated 
sentence as in 3-6. bal is like ʼinnamā; it comes between two sentences and never 
precedes its two sentences as it is the case with baynamā. 
6-3٠ك شٌِؾُٔح ٌُٖٝ (ًف)٠٘ؼٓ ٍٞك قِظخٗ خُ٘صخٓ خ٘ٗأ شقٓ " ش٤٤ـظُح" َكحشٓ شقٓ ٠ِػ ضزهخؼط ذهٝ ،ٚطخ٤ُآٝ
٠نلط سسٞػ ٖٓٝ ،سسٞػ ٠ُا ٠نل٣ دحذزظعح ٖٓ شلِظخٓ (٢نلط) سسٞػ ءخ٘ؼظعخرٝ ،ّ٬غظع٫حٝ ٌٕٞغُح ٖٓ شُخك ٠ُا 19 
٠ظُح (٢ظُح)  ٟزُح ذكُٞح دضك َ٤ٌؾط ٠ُا ضنكأ(١زُح)  ،ٞ٤ُٞ٣ سسٞػ ٠ظك دٞوػ سذػ ش٤عخ٤غُح سخ٤لُِ سحٞٗ َظ شكحٞظط ُْ
ش٣ٞه دحضكأ ءخؾٗا ٠ِػ ذػخغط ش٤عخ٤ع َٓحٞػ.  
متش٤ِٔػ ضِظ " ٢٤ـظُحس" شطِغُح ّخٓضر شٌغُٔٔح ذخُ٘ح خٜعسخٔط ،ش٤هٞك ش٤ِٔػ.... 
A-2 Grammatical Patterns 
First: preceded by a negated sentence  
 i- Negation + VS (as a predicate of a NS) + bal + VS  
a- predicate of a subject  
7-3  ذُخطُٔح ٙزٛ َؼٓ  غٓ غؿحشظط ٫ ٝ ٢لظخط ٫ ،ش٣شٌغػ ص٬ٔك متذغٌط ٝ ذظؾط ٖ٤٤ٗذٓ ٖ٤ر شزًأ ش٤هحذقٓ 
 حٝسٝخف(حٝسخف)  شُٝذُح ٕٝش٣.... 
8-3 ٞٛخ٤٘٤ظٗ حذكأ ٍؤغ٣ ٫ ، متٚو٣شه ٢ك ٢نٔ٣سحزظػح ٝأ سخظظٗح ٕٝد . 
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  sretsis sti dna إ fo etaciderp a sa -b
 تم٣ش ُْ طشكغ ػِ٠ ح٩ه٬م ٣خ كطخص ع٤خط كو٤وش إٔ حُٔـٔٞػخص حُظ٢ طذ٣ش ح٫ٗؾطش ح٩كظـخؿ٤ش ك٢ حُذٍٝ حُؼ٬ع 3-9
 .  ٖٓ ؽخًِش طلغ٤ٖ ٓغظٞ٣خص ح٧ؿٞسهقشص رٞػ٢ ٓطخُزٜخ ػِ٠ هنخ٣خ
 .٣ذخَ ك٢ اهخس كش٣ش حُظؼز٤شتم ُْ ٣خخُق حُوخٕٗٞ أٝ حُذعظٞسإ ٛزح حُؾؼخس 3-01 
  .٣ظخ٤َ أٗٚ ٣ئد٣ٚتم ٫ ٣ئد١ ٛزح حُذٝسٌُ٘ٚ ٖٓ حُ٘خك٤ش حُلؼِ٤ش 3-11
  SN + lab  + )SN a fo etaciderp a sa) SN  + noitageN -ii
  tcejbus a fo etaciderp -a
 .. سث٤ظ حُظلش٣ش ح٧ٍٝ رِغخٕ ٓزخسى  ٗقق سعخُش كوو ٝؿٜٜختم ك٢ حُلو٤وش ُ٤غض سعخُش ًخِٓشٝٛ٢ 3-21 
 ...ٓ٘زغطش ٓـشد أسك خ٬ءتم ، ُْ طٌٖ ِٓي أر٢، ُْٝ طٌٖ ِٓؼزخ سعٔ٤خٝٛ٢ 3-31 
 ... ً٤خٗخص ػِٔ٤ش كو٤و٤ش  حعظلخدس طخِنتم، ُ٤غض حعظلخدس سٓض٣شٝح٫عظلخدس حُظ٢ أػ٘٤ٜخ ٛ٘خ  3-41 
 esualc ‟sretsis sti dna إ fo etaciderp a sa -b
 . حؿظٜخد رؾش١ خخُـتمٝأٗٚ ُ٤ظ ٓ٘ض٫ ٖٓ حُغٔخء   3-51
 . خخسؽ أعٞحسٛختمإٔ حُـٕ٘ٞ حُلو٤و٢ ُ٤ظ دحخَ حُٔغظؾل٠  3-61
 . ٣وق خِق حُٔغؤُشٛ٘خى ط٘ظ٤ْ ػِ٠ أػِىٔغظٟٞتمُ٤ظ ػؾٞحث٤خ  أًذ إٔ ح٧ٓش 3-71
 SN + lab+ SN + noitageN -iii
  3-81  مخٙ ػٌْ٘ حُْٜٔ ْٛ حعظٔشحس حُشث٤ظ ك٢ ستم كِ٤ظ حُْٜٔ ٓخ أفخد حُ٘خط ٖٓ خ٤زش أَٓ 
 3-91  .. ُٚ ؿنذ حُوٞس ح٧ؿ٘ز٤ش حُشحػ٤شتم، ُ٤ظ ؿنذ ؽؼزٚكخُز١ ٣خؾخٙ حُ٘ظخّ ك٢ حُلو٤وش، 
 3-02  .... ٛٞ ًؾق سحثذ تم ، ُ٤ظ دسط  حُلٔخس ٛزح رذػش ك٢ حُطذ حُ٘لغ٢ ٝرخُٔ٘خعزش، 
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iv- Negation + VS+ bal+ VS  
21-3ّخ٘طٝ ش٣ٝشٌُح خٛدخـٓأ سدخعٝ ٠ِػ خٜعأس غنط ُْٝ  ، متش٤و٤وك ش٤ٔ٘ط ضؼ٘فٝ ذـر ضِـظؽح....  
 22-3 ِٚخدأ ْػٚلكخق٣ ِْك ، متللخ٘ٓ ذؼوٓ ٠ِػ ٚغِؿأشؿسخؿ صخًِٔ ٚ٤ُا ٚؿٝٝ (شكسخؿ)..  
v- Negation +pp + bal + pp 
23-3  ،ٕٝذٜطنٓ شقٓ ٢ك هخزه٧ح ٕأ ٠ِػ هخزهأ ْٜٗ٧ ظ٤ُ ، متذٜطنٓ ًِٚ ١شقُٔح ذؼؾُح ٕ٧شقٓ َخحد . 
24-3 ،سش٤غُٔح غرخظ٤ُ ذ٣ذـُح َ٤ـُح قهٞط غ٤ك ٖٓ ٫ َر نرخغُح َ٤ـُح غ٤ك ٖٓ خٗخ٤كأ ش٣حذزُح ضٗخً ... 
 25-3 ،سخًخلٓ ٫ا ١شغوُح ٖ٤ـٜظُح خٓٝشؼ٤زطُح ش٣ٞغُ ٫ ،متخٜ٤ك فحشلٗ٬ُ،.... 
Second: preceded by affirmative 
bal has appeared in the corpus linking two affirmative statements in thirteen 
examples only.  These are the grammatical patterns that are identified from the sample.    
vi- N + bal + N 
 26-3 ٖٔ٤ُح ٢كشٓصأ َر صخٓصأ.. 
vii-NP + bal + NP 
 27-3 ٖٓ حش٤زً حءضؿ خُ٘ قؾٌ٣ ذهخ٘ظٓصأمت خ٘طخعؤٓ ،خٜؾ٤ؼٗ ٢ظُح  
viii- VS +bal+ VS 
28-3  حٞوٛسأ متحٞوٛصإٔخغٗا ًَ ٢كٝ ،ْٜ٤ك ٕخً خٓ َنكأ ،. 
29-3 را حِٞٔٛأمت ٝشلٗ  (حٝشلٗ) شو٣ذقُح دٞؼؾُح ٖٓ شػٞٔـٓ. 
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ix- pp + bal+ pp 
 30-3 ٕخً ذكحُٞح دضلُح ّخظٗ َظ ٢لك ذؼقُح ٖٓمتَ٤لظغُٔح ٖٓ  ٕخٌٓ ش٤و٤ولُح ش٤هحشؤ٣ذُِ ٌٕٞ٣ ٕأ ... 
B- Lexico-Grammatical Pattern 
Analysis of the sample shows that there is a tendency to use lexical items that are 
semantically related in some of the above-mentioned grammatical patterns. This appeared 
to be a shared phenomenon between ʼinnamā and bal, although it is clearer and more 
consistent with bal. 
Some of the verbs of  VSs whether in pattern iv as a main verb, or as predicate of 
NS as in pattern i have either synonymy as in 3-34 and 3-35 or antonym relation as in 3-
31, 3-32, and 3-33.    
 31-3 ُْٝنِـ٣  ،سحٞلُح دخر ذ٣ذـُح ذؽشُٔح ْعح ٕ٬ػا  متٙدحصخػخغطح  
 32-3 ٠مس شرخلقُح(٢مس)  ُْ ْٜ٘ػ اللهحٞزغٌظ٣ ش٤ٓ٬ع٩ح سٞػذُح ٖٓ وه  متٞٗخً(حٞٗخً) ٕٞول٘٣ خٜ٤ِػ  
 33-3 ٫ سسحد٩ح ٕا٢ؼغط شغعئُٔح ًَخؾٓ ٠ِػ فشؼظُِ  متذ٘ـظطشـػضُٔح صخِٓٞؼُٔح سدخقٔر يظلط ٕأ حذٔػ .. 
34-3 ُْ صؤ٣ ،ٖ٣شٌلُٔح ذك٧ ٍخوٓ ٝأ ٢عخثس دخطخ ٖٔم متءخؿ سذلظُٔح ْٓ٧ح ش٣شوط ٢ك ،مذقط ٫ ٝأ مذف ،. 
35-3 ُْ تؾ٘٣ ،٢ُخ٤خ ءخزٛ ٖٓ ٚظقه  متخٜٓخهأنط٘ٓ ٠ِػ .. 
The case with the grammatical patterns preceded by affirmative statements is 
more consistent. In fact, all the examples have used only synonymy as shown in the 
following examples.  
36-3 ٖٓ حش٤زً حءضؿ خُ٘ قؾٌ٣ ذه ٚ٘ػ شرخؿ٩ح شُٝخلٓٝ  خ٘ظٓصأمت خ٘طخعؤٓ  
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37-3 دٝذك ؾِزط صدخً ٢ظُح ذؼزُح شرشـط ذؼر ءخلـُحمت  شؼ٤طوُح خٗخ٤كأ.. 
38-3 فٝشظُح غٓ ق٤ٌظُح ٠ِػ ْٜطحسذه ٝ شوثخلُح ْٜظ٣ٞ٤كٝ ٚثخ٘رأ صحءخلً شزؼقُح ، مت سشٓذُٔح،خٗخ٤كأ.. 
 39-3 ٖٓ ُْٜٔحمت ٖٓ ١سٝشنُح....  
Otherwise, the data shows no semantic/lexical restriction on the lexical items which have 
appeared in the above-mentioned grammatical patterns.   
C- Collocational Behavior 
bal collocates with phrases that express certainty. The word  سسٝشنُخر  has 
appeared more than seven times with bal and ذ٤ًؤظُخر has appeared once. 
 40 -3٠ػخٔظؿ٫ح ٠هشظُح ٠ُا سسٝشنُخر ٟدئ٣ ٫ م٬خ٧خر ّحضظُ٫حٝ..مت حش٤ؼً ٠ه٬خ٧ح فحشلٗ٫ح ٕبك ظٌؼُح ٠ِػ 
سٝشؼُح ٖ٣ٌٞط ٠ُا ٟدئ٣ خٓ  .
41-3 ،ٌْلُخر ِْل٣ ٖٓ ٚمشل٣ خٔ٤ك ضغ٤ُ ٌْلُح ش٤نه ٕ٧ مت خٜ٤ك ىسخؾ٣ ش٤ؼٔظـٓ ش٤ِٔػ ؾطخٗ سسٝشنُخر ٠ٛ 
غ٤ٔـُح ....
 42-3 ،خٜ٤ك ٚهٞوك ٖٓٝ ٚمسأ ٖٓ خػحسر دشظهح ٖ٤طغِك ذؼؽ ٫ٝمت ّٞ٣ ٟأ ٠ك خٜ٘ػ ٚ٘ٓ ذؼرأ ذ٤ًؤظُخرٝ ٕ٥ح ٞٛ 
٠نٓ...  
bal also has co-occurred with words that show restriction like دشـٓ (has appeared 
more than four times) and ووك (has appeared three times). These words come after bal in 
an emphasizing manner of the adversative meaning of bal as in the following examples. 
 43-3شخ٦ُ غٔظعأ ٫ سخـؾُح ٠لكمت  ُٚٞهأ خٔر ْظٛأووك.. 
 44-3  سدذلٓ صخكحشظهح ٖٔنظط ُْ صٝش٤ُ٘ح ذ٤ػ ٠ك ش٤ٌ٣شٓ٧ح شُخعشُح ٕأمت دشـٓ ص٬ٌؾُٔح َلُ خ٣حُٞ٘ح ٖغلُ ءحذرا 
 ٠ظُح(٢ظُح)  شؼ٤طوُح ٠ُا صدأ
  SREPAPSWEN NAITPYGE NI CA FO SISYLANA DESAB- SUPROC
 
 06
 
.  حُظٞم٤قٓـشد تمأٝ كن حُشد  )حُ٘ل٢(ٝهخٍ إ ؿشمٚ ٖٓ ح٫طقخٍ ُ٤ظ حُ٘ل٠ 3-54 
 ؽٞحٛذ ٓـشد.. ؽٞحٛذتمٝػ٘ذٓخ أهشف ٛزح حُغئحٍ كؤٗخ ٫ أِٓي اكقخءحص، 3-64 
حُؼٌظ ػِ٠  esarhp eht htiw deraeppa sah lab evitasrevda eht ,taht ot noitidda nI
 :ni sa semit thgie naht erom
، ًٝٔخ ٣وٍٞ حرٖ ػو٤َ كبٕ ػِ٠ حُؼٌظ تمحُٔغِٕٔٞ رلٍِٞ ُْ طوَ رٜخ ٗقٞؿ حُؾشع حُؾش٣ق  )٣ؤط٢(إٔ ٣ؤط٠ 3-54 
حُخِلخء حُشحؽذ٣ٖ أطٞح 
....  طلِٔض رؼل حُٔٞحهقػِ٠ حُؼٌظ تم ٛزح حُٔ٘قذ، )ك٢(ٝأ٣نخ ُْ طغظلذ ٓقش ٖٓ ٝؿٞدٙ ك٠  3-64
. )حُؼشر٢( حُٞهٖ حُؼشر٠)ك٢( ٗلٖ حٗظؾشٗخ ك٠ ػِ٠ حُؼٌظ تم حُـ٘خء )ك٢(ٗلٖ ُغ٘خ دُٝش ٓظخِلش ك٠  3-74
 .حُؼٌظ تم٫ ٣ؼط٠ اكغخعخ رخ٧ٓخٕ .. 3-84
     - ، ح٧هشد اُ٠ حُلو٤وش yleman ,"tcaf ni" naem taht snoisserpxe  htiw derrucco sah lab
   .evoba 91-3 dna 21-3 selpmaxe dna selpmaxe gniwollof eht ni sa  ك٢ حُلو٤وش 
.   أؽزخٙ سؿخٍتم.. ر٬ سؿخٍ حُلو٤وش)ك٢( ٛٞ ٓـظٔغ ك٠3-94 
 إٔ ح٩سٛخد هذ حخظشع ح٧هشد اُ٠ حُلو٤وش تمٌُٖٝ ٛزٙ ح٩ؿشحءحص ح٧ٓ٘٤ش حُٔؾذدس ُْ طظخز خٞكخ ٖٓ ح٩سٛخد، 3-05 
. أف٬ ُزغ حُخٞف
 niam eht secudortni netfo dnaٌُٖdrow noitcnuf eht htiw rucco-oc ot sdnet lab
  .selpmaxe gniwollof eht ni sa esualc
طٜ٘٢ ح٫عظوشحس حُز١ ٣ظلٍٞ اُ٠ سًٞد ػْ طشحؿغ   )٫عظشحط٤ـ٤ش(  ٝكوخ ٫عظشحطـ٤شتم ُ٤ظ طـ٤ش سد حُلؼَ، ٌُ٘ٚٝ 3-15 
...  كوو اػ٬ٕ حُٞ٫ء ُِو٤خدستم٫ ٣ٔخسعٕٞ حُغ٤خعش ُخِن أٝمخع ؿذ٣ذس ط٘ظؼؼ ك٤ٜخ ٓقخُلْٜ ٌُْٜ٘  3-25
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C- Semantic Prosody 
Unlike ʼinammā and baynamā, bal when preceded by an affirmative tends to have 
a negative semantic prosody and is followed by a more negative statement as in 3-26,                   
3-27, 3-28, 3-29above and 3-53.  
53-3  ،شل٤ؼم خٜ٤ك دحضك٧ح شفشك ٕأ خ٘مشظكح خ٘ٗأ ُٞٝمتشِ٤لظغٓ  ....
With regards to the other grammatical patterns, it seems that bal can be used in a 
negative context as in 3-55, 3-56 as well as positive ones as in 3-54. 
54-3  ،خٜلؼم ٢٘ؼط ٫ شُٝذُح شهخؽس ٕأ ءخػدخر ٕٞ٤ُحشز٤ُِح مذؾطمتسٞٓ٧ح ّخٓضر يغٔط ش٣ٞه خِٜؼـط   .
 55-3 َؼك ٟأ ٖػ سضؿخػ ٍحضط ٫ شٔوُح ٕأ ٠ُا ش٘جٔطٓٝمتٟأ رخخطح ٖػ سضؿخػ (١أ)  ٠عخ٤ع سحشه(٢عخ٤ع) 
ءٟشؿ(ةشؿ)  .
56-3 ،ٚظٓٝخوٓ ٠ِػ سسدخه ذؼط ُْٝ متش٤ثضؿ ص٫صخ٘ط ٝ ٫ِٞك ٍٞغظط ضكحس  ..
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Summary of Chapter Four  
The following table is provided to summarize the findings reached by the study 
and it also indicates the information detected in the corpus by the study and was not 
mentioned in the reviewed source books. In addition to the information that has been 
detected by the study, it provides detailed grammatical patterns and authentic examples to 
what has been already mentioned in the source books. 
Table 4 
Summary of chapter four for all three conjunctions 
 
baynamā bal ʼinnamā 
 
25 % of the total instances 
appearing in the corpus 
 
It means (but) when it comes 
between the two sentences  it 
connects 
 
(in spite of) when it precedes 
the two sentences  it connects 
(this information was not 
clearly stated in the reviewed 
source book) 
25 % of the sample 
 
It means (but) or (on the 
contrary) when preceded by 
negation   
87% of the sample 
A
d
v
er
sa
ti
v
e 
m
ea
n
in
g
  
Links two sentences ;either it 
comes between them or as a 
sentence initial, it precedes its 
two sentences  
Links two sentences and comes between them all the time, never 
preceding its two sentences  
W
o
rd
 o
rd
er
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baynamā bal ʼinnamā 
 
1- between the two sentences it 
links  
i- NS +baynamā + VS 
ii- NS + baynamā+ NS 
iii- VS + baynamā +  VS  
iv- VS+ baynamā + NS 
2- preceding the two sentences 
it links 
v- ٕأ ( anticipatory pronoun) 
+baynamā NS/ VS + ٕأ ٫ا/ ٕبك 
(pattern v is not mentioned in 
the reviewed source books) 
 
1- preceded by negation: 
 
Preceded by negation all the 
time 
 
G
ra
m
m
at
ic
al
 p
at
te
rn
s 
 
i- Negation + VS ( as a predicate of a NS) + ʼinnamā/ bal+VS 
 
ii- Negation + NS (as a predicate of a NS) +  ʼinnamā/ bal + NS 
 
iii- Negation + NS + ʼinnamā/ bal +NS 
 
iv- Negation + VS+ ʼinnamā/ bal+  VS  
 
v- Negation +pp + bal + pp Preceded by affirmative 
statement only once 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
 
2- preceded by  affirmative: 
vi- N + bal + N 
vii-NP + bal + NP 
viii- VS +bal+ VS 
ix- pp + bal+ pp 
No apparent restrictions or 
preferences  
Patterns under No.1 sometimes 
prefer to use synonyms or 
antonyms 
Patterns under No.2: all 
examples have used only 
synonymy 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
 
Sometimes prefers to use 
synonyms or antonyms 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
S
em
an
ti
c 
an
d
 L
ex
ic
al
 
p
re
fe
re
n
ce
s 
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baynamā bal ʼinnamā 
 
Collocates with: 
 شو٤ولُح ٢ك ،غهحُٞح ٢ك1- 
٢ٛ ،ٞٛ2-  
3-ٕأ (the function word) 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
 
 
Collocates with: 
1-سسٝشنُخر ،ذ٤ًؤظُخر  
ووك ،دشـٓ2- 
شو٤ولُح ٢ك3-  
ظٌؼُح ٠ِػ4- 
5- ٌُٖ (the function word) 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
 
Collocates with: 
1-سسٝشنُخر ،ذ٤ًؤظُخر  
2-ٕأ (the function word) 
3- ٞٛ, ٢ٛ,ْٛ 
4- the particle ٝ 
 
(All the above not mentioned in 
the reviewed source books 
except for 4) 
 
C
o
ll
o
ca
ti
o
n
al
 B
eh
av
io
r 
 
As paragraph initial, it comes 
in negative contexts 
Other than that, it is used in 
both negative and positive 
contexts 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
When preceded by affirmative 
tends to express something 
negative and is followed by a 
more negative statement 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
Used in both negative and 
positive contexts. 
(not mentioned in the reviewed 
source books) 
S
em
an
ti
c 
p
ro
so
d
y
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Discussion and Conclusion 
A- Discussion 
This section discusses the results that have been reported in the analysis in order 
to provide interpretations and explanations.  
A-1 Grammatical Patterns 
In the literature review, it is mentioned by Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004); Buckly 
(2010); Elzohairy (2008); and Mukhtar (2008) that ʼinnama is used in a contrastive sense 
in addition to its meaning as a restrictive particle. Mukhtar (2008) has mentioned that 
when ʼinnama is used as an adversative conjunction, it means bal. The study shows that 
ʼinnama and bal behave similarly when preceded by a negated statement. Both of the 
conjunctions convey the meaning of "on the contrary”, “but”, and “however"                    
(Wehr, 1975& Badwi, 2003). Since the two connectors share the same meanings, this 
may suggest that they would behave similarly .It is believed that words that share similar 
meanings tend to have similar grammatical patterns (Phoocharoensi, 2010; Lakaw, 2008). 
While the data show that bal has appeared, preceded by affirmative statement in 
more than ten examples of the sample, the same grammatical pattern has occurred only 
once with ʼinnama. This grammatical behavior of bal is mentioned in source books 
reviewed in chapter 2 of this study as typical and normal behavior.  
However, on the other hand, Buckly (2010), Muktar (2008), Al-warraki & 
Hassanein (1994) have mentioned that  the adversative ʼinnama tends to follow the same 
grammatical pattern as bal; i.e. to  be preceded  by a negated statement to contrast with 
something that has been previously stated.  The only instance in which ʼinnama has 
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appeared preceded by an affirmative statement, is when it was preceded with the Adv. 
حسدخٗ. According to Muktar (2008), this Adverb implies the meaning of negation, or 
"something that does not happen that often". This could be an explanation to that only 
instance; it could be that ʼinnama is preceded by affirmative when it co-occurs with 
lexical items that convey implicit negation. Hence, it could be suggested that ʼinnamā is a 
negative polarity item; it appears, always, preceded by explicit or implicit negation.  This 
point needs further investigation in a larger corpus.     
Contrary to bal and ʼinnamā, baynamā has appeared most of the time preceded by 
affirmative statements. It seems that this difference in grammatical behavior is a 
reflection of a difference in meaning. Alternatively, baynamā, as mentioned in chapter 2, 
does not bear the meaning of "but" or "on the contrary". Actually, baynamā means 
"during", and "while". Since baynamāis used originally in classical Arabic as an adverb 
of time ٕخٓص فشظ (Lesanarab, 2009), one possible explanation is that baynamā adopted 
the meaning of contrasting through translation.  The Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English (2003) states that "while", in addition to the temporal meaning, is 
used to highlight the difference between two contradicting actions or events. Therefore, 
baynamā behaves differently than bal and ʼinnamā. This suggested explanation needs a 
diachronic investigation which is way beyond the scope of this study. In fact, baynamā 
does not convey the meaning of cancelling a previously mentioned statement contrary to 
bal and ʼinnamā, but rather compares between two contrasting events or activities. This 
may explain why it is not typically preceded by a negated statement.  
Findings of the study show that the future tense does not appear that often with 
the three conjunctions ʼinnamā (5 times), baynamā (1 time), bal (4 times). This could be 
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explained in light of the type of corpus which was utilized in this study. Since columns or 
opinion articles are mainly concerned with ongoing issues (Maynard, 1996), it is 
expected that the use of the future tense is of low frequency. 
A-2 Lexico-grammatical Patterns 
Data illustrates that sometimes the three conjunctions tend to use lexical items 
with certain semantic relationships, i.e. synonymy and antonym, within the identified 
grammatical pattern. Yet, this behavior is not consistent except for bal when preceded by 
an affirmative statement. Bal comes before an affirmative sentence to emphasize and take  
an asserted statement much further, as stated by Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004) and 
Buckly (2010), or to cancel what has previously been mentioned and confirm what is to 
come (Hassan, 1975 and Mukhtar, 2010).  This cancellation or assertion of a previous 
statement may require using semantically related lexical items in the two sentences 
connected by bal 
A-3 Word Order 
All of the three conjunctions come between the two sentences they link. An 
exception to that is baynamā; it sometimes precedes its two sentences when it takes on 
the meaning "in spite of". baynamā in this case seems to be, relatively, a synonym of ْؿس, 
and it follows a very similar grammatical pattern of ْؿس. According to Lakaw (2008, 
p.64, 65), synonyms sometimes display similar grammatical patterns, share collocational 
characteristics and have the same semantic specialization.  
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In some of the grammatical patterns identified by the study, the subject of the 
nominal sentences was omitted; it is believed that this is a way to avoid repeating the 
subject in the same sentence. Not only that, but also, according to Ahmed (2007), 
omission  of  the subject of a nominal sentence indicates emphasizing the importance of 
the predicate and drawing attention to what comes after the subject. 
A-4 Collocational Behavior 
It appears that ʼinnamā  and baynamā have similar collocational behavior; they all 
collocate (are followed) with the masculine/feminine singular third person free pronoun 
(ٞٛ/٢ٛ). It seems that the free pronoun is used as another way to avoid repeating the 
subject in the same sentence. Moreover, these pronouns stress the meaning of the phrase 
that follows it.  Also, according to Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004), these free pronouns are 
used after ʼinnamā to restrict its predicate. So, in addition to their syntactic function, they 
also have a semantic role.   
The masculine/feminine singular third person free pronoun is more frequent than 
the masculine plural (ْٛ) with ʼinnamā. As for baynamā, it does not co-occur with the 
masculine plural. The masculine/feminine singular third person free pronoun can refer to 
human and abstract concepts as well, while the masculine plural (ْٛ) refers only to 
human. This may justify the higher frequency usage of the first over the second.   
Also, both ʼinnamā and baynamā collocate with words/phrases that show 
certainty like سسٝشنُخر, while bal and baynamā collocate with expressions stressing that 
what is preceded/followed is assumed to be true like شو٤ولُح ٢ك. The adversative 
relationship relies on contrasting a previous piece of discourse (Badawi, Carter& Gully, 
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2004); this might explain using such words to support the writers‟ points of view and 
what they want to confirm. 
A.5 Semantic Prosody 
The analysis points out that the three conjunctions under investigation seem to be 
generally neutral; they are used in negative contexts as well as positive ones. bal when 
preceded by an affirmative is an exception; it carries a clear negative prosody. It has 
occurred in expressing negative points of view and is even followed by more negative 
lexical items than the ones preceding it. Yet, on the other hand, examples stated by 
Badawi, Carter& Gully (2004) indicate positivity rather than negativity. Therefore, the 
result of this study must be handled with caution and needs further investigation in a 
larger corpus and should not be taken as a generalizable result. Generally speaking, 
semantic prosody should be established on a large number of examples, which is not the 
case in this study.  
It seems that there are overlapping areas between the three conjunctions; this may 
refer to the fact that they share the adversative meaning. According to Phoocharoensi 
(2010), words with similar meanings may share the same or similar grammatical patterns 
and collocational information.  
B- Pedagogical Implication 
 It is really important that AFL classrooms reflect real life usage of the 
conjunctions under investigation. Providing students with an out-dated or incomplete 
picture of the conjunctions may lead to the confusion of the students about how these 
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conjunctions are actually used by native speakers when producing texts. This would 
consequently affect the students' language production and comprehension as well. 
Producing a non-native like language and delaying the learning of such conjunctions may 
be a result of the discrepancy between what students learn in the classroom and what they 
read in everyday newspapers.  
None of the textbooks that have been mentioned in the literature review, grammar 
books, and dictionaries discusses either the collocational behavior of the conjunctions 
under investigation or the lexico-grammatical patterns. 
 The study has highlighted new aspects in relation to these adversative 
conjunctions, namely collocational behavior and lexico-grammatical patterns. Raising 
students' awareness about the collocational behavior of lexical items is believed to help 
them acquire the native like competence (Farrokh, 2012). 
 Teachers can raise the awareness of students about the similarity and differences 
in grammatical patterns, collocational behavior and semantic prosody of these 
conjunctions. This would help students to use conjunctions that share similar grammatical 
patterns, and collocational behavior (bal and ʼinnamā) interchangeably. Teachers may 
draw students' attention to the unique behavior of baynamā when preceding the two 
sentences it connects. 
 Providing students with information about the semantic preferences of the 
conjunctions under investigation would help them in producing native like sentences and 
structures.  
The result of this study suggests that teachers could explain appropriate usage of 
each conjunction more explicitly, relying on authentic examples, and also teachers may 
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direct their students to look at tangible examples from the corpus. Or otherwise, teachers 
can use the examples drawn from the corpus given here in inductive teaching and 
discovery of grammatical patterns and collocational behavior.  
The following part is presenting a short lesson in which some aspects of the 
conjunctions under investigation are presented and used in a writing class as a suggested 
implementation of the study results in classroom. 
 
A suggested lesson using ʼinnamā and bal 
Level of students: advanced  
Lesson objectives:  
- Help students to highlight the similarities between the two conjunctions اًَإ 
andَر when preceded by negation.  
- Train students to use  َر with affirmative sentences, using synonyms in 
producing sentences.  
- Train students on where to use  َر and اًَإ interchangeably and where not.  
Lesson procedures:  
1- Teacher introduces these examples and asks students to identify the similarity 
in grammatical patterns between the two conjunctions اًَإ and َر.  
The teacher draws students‟ attention and helps them to answer these questions.  
- The sentences preceding َر and  اًَإ  do they have something in common? 
- اًَإ  is almost always preceded by the particle …..?  
- What is the possible translation of اًَإ   and َر in these sentences?  
 سضٔك فٝذٔٓ سٞظًذُخكخقُ ٫ٝ ٬طخه ظ٤ُ ،شرخ٤ُ٘ح ٚؼٓ نولط ٠ظك اًَإو ش٤زً ٟشقٓ ُْخػ ٞٛ
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  عحذرا ٝأ ٢ِٔػ ٍخ٤خ ١٧ دٞؿٝ ٫واًَإ٠ٔػأ ذ٤ِوط ٞٛ.. 
 ذ٣ذـُح ُْخؼُخك٠ٗخٔؼُح ش٤ػخ٘قُح ٍٝذُح ءخٔػص ٠ُا ذ٤ًؤظُخر ؽخظل٣ ُٖ اًَإو  ٝ ٖ٤٘ػحٝ شثخُٔح ُْخؼُح ٍٝد دٞؼؽ ٠ُا ؽخظل٣
 شُٝد ٖ٤ؼغط... 
عحذرا ٝأ ٢ِٔػ ٍخ٤خ ١٧ دٞؿٝ ٫ اًَإو٠ٔػأ ذ٤ِوط ٞٛ  ..
 ِٚخدأ ْػٚلكخق٣ ِْك ، متشؿسخؿ صخًِٔ ٚ٤ُا ٚؿٝٝ للخ٘ٓ ذؼوٓ ٠ِػ ٚغِؿأ(شكسخؿ) 
شلِخظٓ شُٝد خ٘غُف  ١ ءخ٘ـُح سكؼنا ىهػ متخٗشؾظٗح ٖلٗ ٢ك دشؼُح ٖهُٞح١.  
 ذؽشُٔح ْعح ٕ٬ػا نِـ٣ ُْٝ  ،سحٞلُح دخر ذ٣ذـُحمتخػخغطح ٙدحص  
2- Then, the teacher introduces the following set of examples for  َر  and asks students: 
- How is the meaning of this conjunction different here?  
- What is a possible translation for َر  in these examples? 
- Can they notice any relation between the words used before/after َر? 
 ٢ظُح ذؼزُح شرشـط ذؼر خ٘٤ٜظٗح ذوُ دٝذك ؾِزط صدخًءخلـُح  متشؼ٤طوُحخٗخ٤كأ .. 
 ٕٝسذو٣ ْٛ غٓ ق٤ٌظُح ٠ِػ ْٜطحسذه ٝ شوثخلُح ْٜظ٣ٞ٤كٝ ٚثخ٘رأ صحءخلًشزؼقُح فٝشظُح ،مت ،خٗخ٤كأسشٓذُٔح.. 
ٖػ شرخؿ٩ح شُٝخلٍٓحئغُح حزٛ حءضؿ خُ٘ قؾٌ٣ ذه خ٘ظٓصأ ٖٓ حش٤زً مت خ٘طخعؤٓ 
3-The teacher makes sure that students have understood the difference between the two 
usages of  َر and where to use it interchangeably with اًَإ.  
4- Finally, the teacher asks students to do the following activities.  
1 - ٍيتادلأا ٍيت ٍي  حثساًُنا حيكاسذتسلاا طتشنا جادأ وذختسا( مت ،اًَإ):  
1- ضلزفأ  شزؼف ذِزُح ٙزٛ ٢ك سخ٤لُح........ شِ٤لظغٓ .
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2- ٝ ؿخخؽ٧ح ٢ك ٌٖٔط ٫ خ٘ٛ ٕ٥ح شٌِؾُٔحٝ.....ذعخلُح ّخظُ٘ح شؼ٤زه ٢ك   .
3-  ،دخٛس٩ح ٖٓ خكٞخ ٌٖ٣ ُْ سدذؾُٔح ش٤٘ٓ٧ح صحءحشؿ٩ح ٙزٛ رخخطح ٌُٖٝ......... عشظخح ذوُ  ظٌؼُح ٠ِػ
فٞخُح غزُ ٬فأ دخٛس٩ح .
4- ٍٞو٣ خٔثحد ٕخًٝ :ٝ ٟذٜط٫ مٞولُح ٕا ....عضظ٘ط. 
2 - مت طتاشنا ٍػ هفشؼت اي ىهػءاُت ساىقلأا ٍيت ٍي حثساًُنا حًهكنا شتخا : 
1 - َر ذثخقُٔح ٖٓ ش٤ؼٌُح ض٣أس( ٍخٔـُح ، ٢عآُٔح)  سخ٤لُح ٙزٛ ٢ك . 
2 - َر شل٤ؼم ش٤ظغؿخُٔح ٢ك ُٚٞزوُ شفشلُح ضٗخً( شِ٤لظغٓ ،سش٤زً) . 
 
3 - طتاوشنا اهيف ايذختسي جشيصق جشقف ةتكا( اًَإ –مت)  حيناتنا سىيلأا يف شصيو كتنود ٍيت اَساقي  :
أ -حفاظُنا  .
ب -خلاصاىًنا مئاسو. 
C- Suggestions for Further Research 
 The same conjunctions need to be studied in a larger corpus to support, refute, or 
extend some the findings reached here.  
 A diachronic study of baynamā is suggested to follow the changes in its meaning 
from an adverb of time to an adversative conjunction. 
 This study could be replicated on a literary corpus to conduct comparative 
research between the three conjunctions in different genres.   
D- Delimitation and Limitation of the Study 
The study covered only three conjunctions due to the high frequency of these items.  
This research was conducted on a relatively small corpus because of the time limitation. 
The study provided description of the main grammatical and lexico-grammatical patterns 
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displayed in the samples, but has not provided the frequencies of those patterns. The size 
of the corpus is considered relatively small, so there might be other lexico-grammatical, 
collocational patterns and semantic prosody that are not highlighted by the current study.  
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